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Willem Dafoe: wearing: DrIes VaN NoTeN
photographed by JessIe CraIG
fashion editor: MoreNo GaLaTá 
producer: seoNa TayLor-BeLL
special thanks: kareN haNey& 
CharLes MasTroPIeTro 
@ CIrCLe oF CoNFUsIoN
retoching: VIrGINIa DIGITaL
Ethan Hawke: wearing: DIor hoMMe
photographed by DeNNIs GoLoNka
fashion editor: roMINa herrera MaLaTesTa
groomer: CaroLINa DaLI For ChaNeL @ See Management 
special thanks: CharLoTTe BUrke @ iD-pr, 
Jay PaaVoNPera @ Dior Homme 
The 1896 sTUDIos & sTaGes  brooklyn, Ny 
www.the1896.com

Gemma Arterton: wearing: a.F. VaNDeVorsT   
photographed by DeNNIs GoLoNka
fashion stylist: roMINa herrera MaLaTesTa
hair stylist: BeN skerVIN  makeup artist: MaI QUyNh
set designer / props: TerI CoTrUZZoLLa special thanks: 
DoNNa MILLs at Premier, roy @ Jack studios, CaroLyN 
BoDNer & LIsa GIaLLoMBarDo to view vid

Nolan Funk: wearing: VersaCe
photographed by MaRiano ViVanco
fashion editor: MarIaNo GaLaTá
producer: seoNa TayLor-BeLL  hair: VaLeNTINo PerINI @ 
WM Management makeup: kaTJa wILheLMUs @ WM Manage-
ment special thanks: ros okUsayNa ,CLara JaNe MaTTeUChI 
& LUCIo DI rosa @ Versace

Dafoe arterton

Hawke Funk

Cover subjects: willem Dafoe, Gemma arterton, ethan Hawke, Nolan Funk  (back covers by Tim richmond )



  photographed by christophe Kutner   



photographed by  Gregory crewdson  Untitled ( Sunday Roast )
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the  Editor’s note

Dennis Golonka -

THE cinEMaTic iSSUE

What’s your favorite film? Simple enough to answer, right? not for me it wasn’t. The truth is, my list is long and ever changing. i came up with a few films i’ve 
loved through the years: A Home at the End of the World, Me Vie En Rose, Rosemary’s Baby, Kill Bill, Patrik 1.5, The Hunger, Before the Devil Knows You’re Dead, Bubble, 
To Kill a Mockingbird… even Beaches came to mind, although i tend to keep that one a secret. But to pick one as my favorite was a bit too Sophie’s Choice (another on the 
list) for me to answer.  i realized what they all had in common was the power to move, entice, and inspire me; to snatch me from my world and lead me into being a will-
ing participant in the hero’s/heroines journey.  

UTP’S cinematic issue begins with our art Project section (pg 14) featuring contributions by artists: Kris Knight, Jork Weismann, Kim Mccarty, aïda Ruilova and Jena 
Malone. Each artist pays homage to cinema in their own distinct style; from Knight’s heavenly paintings which he approached as a “literal take on film as escape,” (pg 16) 
to actress/photographer Jena Malone’s “stolen images” from the set of her new movie Catching Fire (pg 28). We also feature iconic artist Gregory crewdson (pg 72), famous 
for his dramatic and elaborately staged photos.

The actor Project starting on page 50 features icons of film and theater, such as Willem Dafoe, Ethan Hawke and Mary-Louise Parker, as well as some of Hollywood’s 
newer voices such as Gemma arterton, Jena Malone, Jamie campbell Bower and Gustaf Skarsgård. Each actor displayed complete openness both in front of the camera, 
and in their interviews. it’s a section i am excited to share.

in the Fashion Project (pg 120) we showcase stories by Tim Richmond, christophe Kutner, Mariano Vivanco, Fanny Latour-Lambert and Paolo Di Lucente. Richmond 
photographed model/actress Lily cole in Somerset England for a series titled Heading Home (pg 122). Mariano Vivanco photographed actor nolan Funk  in a charm-
ing series titled Screen Test (pg 148). and lastly, a section very special to me is The Spotlight Project featuring the progressive designer Gareth Pugh. The interview is an 
insightful look into Pugh’s mind by writer ann Larsson. The fashion story was photographed by myself and styled by our Fashion Director Romina Herrera Malatesta. 
We shot the series on the Lower East Side, and though new Yorkers rarely turn their heads for a second glance, they could not resist upon seeing our model, Sojourner 
Morrell, walking the streets in Pugh’s extraordinary designs (artist Spotlight/Gareth Pugh pg 158).
 
and for The Last Project (pg 192) our executive editor Thom profiled legendary poster designer Bill Gold, who has created some of Hollywood’s most iconic posters, and 
shared with Thom some never before seen designs from the cult film classic The Exorcist.

action!

P.S.  on our shoot with Ethan he performed a Shakespearian homage on his guitar. To see the video or other videos filmed for the issue visit us at www.utpmag.com 
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1) Romina Herrera Malatesta -  Stylist Romina Herrera Malatesta 
is from Buenos aires, argentina and currently lives in new York city 
with her daughter Loulou. She has recently contributed to magazines 
such as US Marie Claire, Commons & Sense, Twin, Gravure, Interview 
Russia, and styled campaigns for neiman Marcus The Book, Saks Fifth 
avenue, The new York city Ballet and Phillip Lim for Target.  Romina 
is the nY Fashion Editor of Metal Magazine and Un-Titled Project’s 
Fashion Director. (pictured with Ethan Hawke, see feature on page 108)

2) Frances Tulk-Hart - Photographer Frances was born and raised 
in London, moving to nYc 14 years ago to pursue a career in fashion. 
after years working as a fashion stylist she picked up a camera and 
has been shooting ever since.  Her clients include, Japan Vogue, Brit-
ish Vogue, Teen Vogue, Purple mag, to name a few.  She also started 
the website www.5minuteswithfranny.com and formed a band with her 
husband called Love Taps.  Their first video “Pair of Trees” can be seen 
on Purple TV. 

3) Dorothea Barth Jörgensen - Model/writer Dorothea was born 
in the village of Jarna, Sweden.  When she was still in high school, she 
was discovered by Elite Stockholm for modeling. She made her runway 
debut in February of 2009, walking for calvin Klein, Marc Jacobs,  Pra-
da, Miu Miu, chanel, Louis Vuitton, and Lanvin, to name a few.  Her 
big break came when she was photographed by Steven Meisel for italian 
Vogue. in Dorothea’s personal life she is focused on acting, painting, 
poetry and photography. arts, creation and inspiration is what drives 
her, and as long as that is around, she feels at home. (photo:Ruben De Wilde)

4) Kris Knight - Kris Knight is a canadian painter whose work 
examines performance in relation to the construction, portrayal and 
boundaries of sexual and asexual identities. Since graduating from the 
ontario college of art and Design in 2003, Knight’s practice has con-
centrated on thematic figurative works that are often as attractive as 
they are disturbing.  in the past eight years he has exhibited interna-
tionally in numerous solo and group exhibitions and various art fairs 
around the globe.   His work is included in an abundant of public and 
private collections, most notably The Beth Rudin DeWoody collec-
tion, The oppenheimer collection, The agnes Etherington Museum of 
Kingston, The nerman Museum of contemporary art in Kansas city, 
and 21c Museum in Louisville, Kentucky.

5) Malerie Marder - Marder’s photographs have been featured in 
Parkett, Artforum, T magazine, Purple, AnOther, New York Times Mag-
azine, and The New Yorker, amongst others. Her new body of work, 
Anatomy, will be exhibited at Leslie Tonkonow art Projects in the fall 
of 2013 along with a concurrent publication by Twin Palms.

6) Jena Malone - actress/photographer Jena Malone best know for 
her accomplished fim carear in features such as Bastard Out of Caro-
lina, Donnie Darko, and Saved. She started taking photos at 16 and 
studied photography at a community college in South Lake Tahoe. She 
shoots mostly film 35 mm film. 

7) Jork Weismann - Jork Weismann is an internationally acknowl-
edged photographer. His pictures have quite a special effect: the simple, 
sleek and minimalist creations in combination with pure elegance tell 
stories and incite the viewer to think for his own. His editorial work 
has appeared in magazines such as Purple, Self Service, Dazed & Con-
fused, Conde Nast Traveller, Vogue, Elle, Marie Claire, Jalouse, Interview 
Magazine, Vanity Fair, Squint, amongst others. His first book, “Asleep at 
the Chateau” has just been released by Damiani.

1)                                                                              2)                                                          3)  

4)                                                                                                                          5) 

6 )                                                                                                                               7) 

the CoNTribUTorS
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8) Aïda Ruilova - new York-based artist aïda Ruilova’s videos com-
bine classical cinematic devices with a distinctively low-tech sensibil-
ity, quick cuts and rhythmic, jarring soundtracks to create works that 
exist in the space between sound and image. Drawing equally from 
B-movie aesthetics and classic montage cinema, Ruilova creates dark, 
moody, narrative works that ruminate on psychology and memory. 
Her work has been featured in the 50th Venice Biennale, the 2004 
Whitney Biennial, and the 4th Berlin Biennial, as well as Tate Britain, 
ZKM, Karlsruhe, The Kitchen, nY, and the Museum of Modern art, 
nY. Ruilova’s new film, Head and Hands (my black angel), featuring the 
director abel Ferrara and writer alissa Bennett will be screening this 
fall at nitehawk cinema, Brooklyn nY. 

9) Tim Richmond - His interest in photography and film began in 
his teens, and he graduated from the London college of Printing in 
1982. Subsequently photographing portraits and fashion, his work has 
appeared in magazines such as German Vogue, L’Uomo Vogue, Vanity 
Fair and more. He shoots on film, producing analogue prints in his 
darkroom in England. in recent years his photographs have evolved 
into more in-depth documentary projects, dividing his time between 
his home in England and the USa. Last Best Hiding Place, his study of 
the american West, is due for publication in 2014. His photographs 
feature in private american and European collections.

10) Kim McCarty - a graduate of UcLa (MFa) and the art center 
college Design, Pasadena (BFa),  Mccarty lives between Los angeles 
and new York city. Recent solo projects and exhibitions include: Kim 
Mccarty Paints at Santa Monica Museum of art, 2013; Kim McCarty 
New Work, Morgan Lehman Gallery, new York city and David Klein 
Gallery, Detroit, Michigan,Contemporary Passions at the Museo de 
Ponce, Puerto Rico, 2012. Mccarty is represented by Morgan Lehman 
Gallery, new York city

11) Magdalena Wosinska- Magdalena captures a youthful energy, 
spontaneity and authentic sence of fun in her photographs. She was 
born in Katowice, Poland and currently lives in Los angeles. Her first 
publication, Bite it you Scum was launched in 2010 and her second, The 
Grass is Electric was launched in 2012.

12) Dennis Golonka - photographer and founder of Un-Titled Pro-
ject, Golonka was raised in Maryland, and received his Ba at TSU.  
Upon graduation he moved to nYc to pursue his education of art & 
photograhy while attending SVa. He was Photo Editor of Harper’s Ba-
zaar under the iconic Fabien Baron and today works as a photographer 
and director. Golonka currently calls  new York his home.

13) Matthew Brookes -a self taught photographer, Brookes was 
born in England, grew up in South africa, and traveled extensively.  
With clients around the world, Matthew’s globe-trotting regime con-
tinues to fuel his work, where he gets his inspiration from everyday life 
(wherever in the world that may be) and his interaction with others.  
Matthew’s attitude towards photography in general is to keep things 
natural, capturing the emotion and spirit of the person or people he 
is photographing. 

14) Christophe Kutner - is a photographer born in narbonne, 
France, who moved to Paris when he was four years old. He first stud-
ied medicine due to parental persuasions, but his passion for photog-
raphy eventually led him to leave his medical studies. He soon assisted 
Horst P Horst who was a true mentor and inspiration in his pursuit to 
study the art and history of photograhy. 

                                                  8)                                                            9)                                                              

10)                                                              11)                                                             12)                     

           13)                                                                                                   14)
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15) Mariano Vivanco - is a Peruvian fashion photographer. Viv-
anco regularly shoots for many internationally recognized magazines. 
often in black and white, his portraits, nudes and editorial work (in 
both mens and womenswear) apply the principles of pure photogra-
phy; using simply light and shade, Vivanco renders visible the natural 
spirit of the sitter.

16) Seona Taylor-Bell - Producer Taylor-Bell was born in Wales 
and currently resides in London. She is a contributing editor to a num-
ber of international publications including FLAUNT and Wonderland 
and the talent editor of Menswear publication SID. Seona trained at 
the central School of Speech and Drama and gained a Masters from 
the University of oxford. She is currently working on On Edges - A 
portrait of the Modern London Actor with photographer Jessie craig, 
Burberry and BaFTa.

17) Steven Westgarth - Steven Westgarth is the maverick earthy 
offspring of a Lake District farming family. Whilst studying Zoology at 
London’s UcL his life path unexpectedly detoured into fashion where 
he assisted nicola Formichetti and alistair Mackie.
Steven’s striking styling work now appears within the folds of elite 
fashion titles including: Another Man; V Man; The New York Times; 
Dazed & Confused, and Hero amongst others. Steven has worked with 
an array of flash bulb inducing names - Ewan McGregor, Bruno Mars, 
Benedict cumberbatch, alexa chung, Daman albarn, and Bobby 
Gillespie. “i talk to them as normal people,” is Steven’s grounded ex-
planation for his ability to work with such characters.

18) Alec Holland - Holland is a writer and interior design fanatic. 
He was a writer/producer on LoGo TV’s The Big Gay Sketch Show.  
He was writing consultant on the FoX animation films Rio and Ice Age 
IV.  alec co-writes the web series The Go-Getters. Episodes can be seen 
at thegogetterstv.com.  Read his blog Smarteralec.net, and follow him 
on Twitter @smarteralec.  Unless you hate blogs and tweets. Then just 
love him for who he is.

19) Jessie Craig - Whether photographing actors, musicians or 
models, Jessie craig’s work has gained recognition for its dreamy, of-
ten cinematic quality. Born in canada, she first picked up a camera as 
a teenager before completing a BFa and moving to Europe, where she 
continues to be based. She is currently shooting her first solo show and 
book of portraits, On Edges: A Portrait of the Modern London Actor’, 
in addition to a series for BaFTa in association with Burberry. (www.
jessiecraig.com)

20) Moreno Galatà- Fashion stylist Moreno Galatà was raised in 
Turin and relocated to Milan in 2008. one year later he began work-
ing for Grey Magazine and in 2012 he was appointed Senior Fashion 
Editor. He has worked with photographers including Manuela Pavesi, 
Erwin olaf, Elfie Semotan, caitlin cronenberg, Katsuhide Morimoto, 
camille Vivier, Leon Mark, alexander neumann, alessio Bolzoni, Jes-
sie craig, Peppe Tortora, Jacques Habbah and contributed to numer-
ous other publications such as Grey, Ponystep, Tank, Lurve, Harper’s 
Bazaar, and Zoo.

21) Thom Lonardo - UTP’s Executive Editor studied filmaking at 
Emerson college before moving to new York as an actor. Thom cur-
rently lives in Brooklyn, nY and recently completed his latest screen-
play Black House.

the CoNTribUTorS

15)                                                              16)                                                                    17)

18)                                                                      19)

20)                                                                                                                       21)

                                                   22)                                                                                                                   23)
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22) Fanny Latour-Lambert - Well i’m just a French girl who start-
ed shooting in her early years and never stopped : )

23)  Carolyn Brennan - Brennan is from Philadelphia and currently 
lives in Brooklyn. She studied political science at Georgetown Univer-
sity but instead became interested in fashion and has been working in 
the industry for the past five years with a number of talented stylists. 
She is UTP’s Junior Fashion Editor.

24) Laura Antonia Jordan - Jordan is a freelance fashion writer. 
Raised in West Sussex, she read for a Ba in English Literature at Uni-
versity college London and was the winner of the Rising Star in Fash-
ion Journalism award at the Fashion Monitor awards 2013. Her work 
has appeared in various titles including British Vogue, Harrods Maga-
zine and District MTV. She lives and works in London.

25) Elisabeth Toll - Born and raised in Stockholm, Sweden
Graduated from German School, studied at Stockholm University (ar-
chaeology, History,Social anthropology and Law) and after that went 
to  GFU Photo School for one year. She was a full-time photo assistant 
during eight years in Paris and Stockholm and has been working as a 
photographer since 2001.

26) Paul Craig - craig is a freelance writer currently residing in 
London. a canadian ex-pat who recently graduated with a degree in 
English literature, he still mourns the lost innocence of youth but looks 
forward to retirement when senility and accumulative apathy will pro-
vide a swift and just respite from the nightmarish monotony of daily 
existence. Despite the tenebrous sentiments of the previous sentence, 
don’t worry, writing is an olive branch of catharsis and serenity so the 
glass is always half-full in his life.

27) Paolo Di Lucente - Photographer Di Lucente was born in 
Rome. Since 2008 he has been based in new York where he currently 
lives and works.

28) Ann Damoison-Larsson - Larsson is a freelance journalist and 
consultant in trend research and trend forecasting first and foremost 
in fashion. Previously at WGSn in new York and later at Peclers Paris 
in Paris, she now resides in her hometown Stockholm, Sweden. Previ-
ously, she spent a ten year period of studies and work abroad, starting 
with art History studies at Stockholm University, then English studies 
in oxford, England and finally a BBa in Design and Management at 
Parsons the new School for Design in Paris and in new York. 

29) Nicole Walker - Walker is a Swedish stylist based in Stockholm 
but with one leg in Paris and the other one in Los angeles. Growing up, 
nicole travelled a lot with her mother and brother, and developed a free 
and creative spirit and a passion for costume and fashion in early days 
- something that comes across in her styling, always well composed 
with an interesting and fresh twist. nicole finds her inspiration in art, 
old ladies and Jean-Luc Godard movies as she is a true francophile 
obbsessed with croissants, red wine and Serge Gainsbourg. Which also 
sometimes becomes very obvious in her styling and it shows that she 
is a true sentimental romantic. nicole’s biggest interests right now are 
obsessive collecting of kimonos, pointy black heels, spending the sum-
mer in her Los angeles garden and going skinny dipping on a warm 
summer night. 

                                                   22)                                                                                                                   23)

24)                                                             25)                                                                      26)

         27)                                                         28)                                                                                29)
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 Disappear               artwork  •  kris knight

Escapism is a theme that often comes up in my work – “to seek distraction 
from unpleasant realities through fantasy.”  The disenchanted characters that i 
paint are a synthesis of fantasy and real-world memory; they tiptoe between the 
dichotomies of pretty and menace, hunter and hunted, innocence and the erotic. 
With this project i wanted to approach the theme of cinema within a literal sense of 
film as an escape – to be lost in film.  The digital projections cast the characters into 
a new realm, centered but hidden, they are camouflaged by a layered atmosphere.   

“Go wesT” oil on prepared cotton paper, 11x13” 2013

kris knight-
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“Go wesT” oil on prepared cotton paper, 11x13” 2013
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“BLUe sCreeN” oil on prepared cotton paper, 11x13” 2013 
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“DIsaPPear” oil on prepared cotton paper, 11x13” 2013
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“DayDreaM” oil on prepared cotton paper, 11x13” 2013
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Ohne Titel Nr. 2
photography  •  Jork weismann

when you go and see a movie you expect illu-
sion, when looking at photographs we expect them to 
tell the truth. it is normal for our understanding that 
the scenes in a movie are created, while a photograph 
“snaps” a scene that might have not been created to 
be in a photograph. it lets us observe something that 
maybe was not supposed to be observed, it’s the ab-
sence of story that let’s us imagine more than there 
probably was.

Jork Weismann -
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 Catching Fire
photography  •  Jena Malone

actress Jena Malone shared this very special 
portfolio of “stolen images” she collected while 
filming Catching Fire last winter in atlanta and 
Hawaii. “We were not allowed to take photos on 
set, so i had to be a bit of a thief sometimes.” all 
photographed on her nikon f100 film camera.

My WiLD JoHaNNa MoHaWk
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Jena Malone -

iN THE NaME oF THE FaTHEr, SoN...
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My WiLD JoHaNNa MoHaWkiN THE NaME oF THE FaTHEr, SoN...
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DoUbLE ExpoSUrE (iN CaMEra) oF My ELEVaTor Look. oNE iMaGE TakEN by ME aND THE oTHEr TakEN by My LiTTLE SiSTEr.
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MiSC CapiTaL WiGS

a Look aT THE STaGE WHErE aLL THE 
ViCTorS STooD For THEir iNTErViEWS. 
THiS WaS aLL bUiLT iN a SoUND STaGE.
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MaDra DELLE GraziE
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MaDra DELLE GraziE a LiTTLE DoWNTiME bEForE THE arENa



Beau GarrettMy muse and model for this pro-
ject is actress Beau Garrett. Beau 
grew up in Topanga canyon where 
she began modeling for Guess in the 
late ‘90s hired as one of their new, 
fresh faces. This began her colorful 
career in both modeling and acting.  

Historically, cinema has featured 
storyboards to set the visual tone 
for film.  i’ve approached this pro-
ject much like an art director would. 
These storyboards include the vari-
ous dimensions of the veritable Beau 
Garrett.  Her long features and iconic 
neck make her a wonderful subject 
for my work and usage of the wet on 
wet technique i apply to my water-
colors.
 

artwork  •  kim McCarty
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Emmanuelle Anti-
virgin, Emmanuelle Queen Bitch, 
Emanuelle on Taboo Island, 
Emmanuelle Negra, 
Emmanuelle 7, 

Emmanuelle’s 
Passion, Sister Emmanuelle, 
Immoral Tales, His cock was 
not black. Neither of us had been 
drinking. He flew into NYC to visit. 
That grey sil- ver dirty dog hair, those fair 
green eyes, CRAZED, GORGEOUS, 
DARK… 

Emmanuelle’s 
Silver Tongue, Emmanuelle 
the Joys of a Woman, 

Emmanuelle 4, 
Story of O, The Beast, Behind 

Convent Walls, 
Emmanuelle’s Love, 

Emmanuelle teaser, I 
was in love. It was horrible but nec-

essary. He came 
onto my back and we called 

Beau. Beau said if we came over 
immediately he could tat- too it 

permanently onto my back. We 
jumped into a taxi straight to 

brooklyn. R(x) brought a small bottle 
of whiskey… After my back came 

into focus, R(x) pulled out his dick... 
Emmanuelle’s Vice, The Hot Lips 

of Emmanuelle, Blue 
Emmanuelle, 

Emanuelle’s 
Holiday, Emanuelle on Taboo 
Island, Emanuelle is Sensual, 
No one is ever the same after 
Black Emanuelle,  

Emmanuelle 
and the last 

Cannibals, 

Emmanuelle 
in Prison, 

Emmanuelle Forever, Tender 
and Perverse 
Emmanuelle, Goodbye 
Emmanuelle, 
Emmanuelle in 
Bangkok, Black 
tar romance, I call her 
Uglymug. 
Uglymug is so ugly that 
I can only fuck her in the dark - to 
avoid putting a towel over her face. 
But her body is so young and firm and 
hot and horny that I think the good lord 
deliberately forced that face on her to 
punish all the guys who fall only for a 

AÏDA RUILOVA –

I’m so wild about your strawberry mouth

artwork by Aïda Ruilova
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2003-2005. Untitled ( Blue PeRiod )
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Magic ForestGregory Crewdson
text by Wayne northcross

When asked to contribute to this issue of  Un-Titled Project devoted to cinema and the cinematic, i was thrilled. Then, i was 
struck by the irony that all the images reproduced in the magazine are, by necessity, stills. 

Few artists practice the art of the still and stillness better than Gregory crewdson. His series of large-scale, highly fictionalized, irreal, 
and suspenseful pictures often depict desolate and dystopian landscapes, and urban or suburban exteriors and interiors that are peo-
pled by characters on the verge of something not quite right. When i first encountered crewdson’s work, i was struck by how much 
he imbues psychological texture in stillness. He introduces the viewer to unresolved narratives. He employs a repertoire of cinematic 
cues that tip the viewer to recall suspenseful cinematic memories. 

His pictures are still that are cinematic in effect and in design. Each series is a major production involving crews, location scouting, 
and casting. The productions crewdson intends to fashion into stills differ from others whose goal is to create movement for the 
big or small screen. crewdson experiments with how we experience, interpret and quote cinematic style. His cinematic signature 
preserves in an inert form the performative. in his work i sense a deceptive emotional quietude. 

a cinematic trope: picture it. The weekend before the Fourth of July i am at Third Streaming Gallery. crewdson is in Massachu-
setts for the holidays. He prefers to give interviews by phone. i call him at our scheduled time from the gallery landline. i have my 
questions neatly typed in one hand; my Blackberry, whose recording function i tested the previous week, is in my other. The artist 
answers. i put him on speaker. i push record on my phone. crewdson has an eloquent and mellifluous voice and measured tone that 
calms me and eases me. We joke a little about the danger of losing an audio file or film footage. We discuss his extensive body of work 
for about an hour. i begin to take notes but realize that’s a waste of time because my handwriting is unreliable. i go into serious art 
critic mode. i want to talk about how his photography can be interpreted to examine rural versus urban or suburban. My interest in 
post-Fordism leads me to question him about any connection to the isolation and depopulation i see in his work with current critical 
issues such as migration of peoples and the decline or reinvigoration or public space in america during the last 30 years. i try to get 
him to acknowledge that his new York suburban upbringing contributes to cinematic and mythic americana. 

His Sanctuary series, starling images of the depopulated and decaying studios at cinecittà, came about because of his vital interest 
in cinema. i try to pooh-pooh this obvious retelling by suggesting that these pictures are in fact a much better documentation of 
urban blight than much of “decay porn” photography of my hometown Detroit. He deflects most of these attempts to fix his work in 
any specific cultural context. i understand that crewdson prefers that his images speak for themselves. nonetheless, he doesn’t shy 
away from my questions about land use or the blue/red state divide—i think he finds this inquiry interesting. Yet, he brings me back 
to his love of cinema. Suspense and the unknown are often mentioned as seminal themes in his work so i mention that Marnie and 
Vertigo are my favorite films. He likes this because he acknowledges that Hitchcock is an unmistakable influence in his work. i know 
it because he and other writers have mentioned this in other interviews that are contained in the 100 page press package that Gago-
sian Gallery has provided me. Then i talk about fashion photography because i want to find a different way to discuss high and low 
forms of visual culture. He tells me that he is often asked to shoot for magazines and is very interested. But his production schedule 
intervenes. That is my last question. i express my gratitude and tell him how much i enjoyed our talk. He returns the compliment. i 
hang up. i have a shot of cachaça. in august, i am in bed at home to transcribe the interview. i find the audio file on my phone and 
press play. i type two sentences and stop because crewdson has stopped speaking. i press play again and wait to start where i left off 
in my transcription. crewdson stops speaking at the same moment as before. i react in horror that i recorded about a minute and a 
half of our hour long conversation. i imagine that my expression was very similar to the still, drawn faces in crewdson’s work. i also 
reflect on Marnie when she spills red ink on her prim silk blouse.  (The End)

portrait: Gregory Crewdson

all images © Gregory Crewdson. Courtesy Gagosian Gallery

2003-2005. Untitled ( railway Children )

2003-2005. Untitled ( Sunday roast )

2006. Untitled ( brief Encounter )
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Willem Dafoe
photography  •  Jessie craig   styling  •  Moreno Galatá

text by Paul craig

Gemma arterton
photography  •  Dennis Golonka   styling  •  Romina Herrera Malatesta

text by Laura-antonia Jordan

Gustaf Skarsgård
photography  •  Elisabeth Toll  styling  •  nicole Walker

text by Dorothea Barth Jörgensen

Mary-Louise Parker
photography  •  Frances Tulk-Hart   styling  •  Romina Herrera Malatesta

text by alec Holland

Jamie campbell Bower 

photography  •  Matthew Brookes   styling  •  Steven Westgarth
text by Paul craig

Jena Malone
photography  •  Magdalena Wosinska   styling  •  Marissa Joye Peden

text by Thom Lonardo

Ethan Hawke
photography  •  Dennis Golonka   styling  •  Romina Herrera Malatesta

text by Malerie Marder
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photography  •  Jessie Craig  styling  •  Moreno Galatá   text  •  Paul Craig

Willem Dafoe

Its 2:30 pm and I’m talking to Willem Dafoe on Skype.  My body shudders as his 
laughter cracks out through the speakers; a Pavlovian betrayal of a fearful thrill, given 
the plethora of villainous acts that typically preempt the sound.  Speaking from New 
York, Dafoe recounts the circumstances that guided his choices from the beginning of 
his career to the here and now, recollecting his bafflingly conventional upbringing in the 
Lynchian-sounding Wisconsin town of Appleton, to his rise in theatre and film. 

photographed in Sicily, italy
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Paul Craig: You have been involved in many theatre projects 
from Theatre X and The Wooster Group to your work in The 
Life and Death of Marina Abramovic. Did every shift feel like 
a natural progression and did film seem like a medium you’d 
inevitably move towards?

Willem Dafoe: it always felt like things flowed into the next.  
There were never really any big moments where i noticed a shift, 
it was just about going towards people, and situations, and then 
reacting.  When i was young, where i grew up, i didn’t know any 
actors.  no one that i knew made their living making theatre or 
films.  Films seemed very far away, very much a thing that only 
happened in california.  So when i started out performing, my 
identity was formed more as a theatre actor, and i thought that 
was what i was interested in.  i always liked movies, but when 
i was younger i was always more interested in theatre.   When 
someone saw me and said, “would you like to be in this movie?”, 
it was really just something that i tried and enjoyed.  i felt like the 
two different mediums fed each other in my interest in perform-
ing, so it felt quite natural. 

PC: I’ve rarely heard you talk about the origins of the connec-
tions you had with art and performance. Was there any kind of 
seminal moment for you to finding that acting was what you 
wanted to dedicate your life to?

WD: i think it was slow.  i grew up in a big family, and you de-
velop a kind of a character within that family to get the atten-
tion you need, to have an identity within this group.  i think as 
a child i grew up being kind of a comedian, the prankster.  That 

was the beginning of my performing life, and the beginning of 
making things.   i never thought of being an actor as a career, and 
i didn’t really formally train for it very much, so i always assumed 
i would do something else.  Things were much more fluid when 
i was younger, i didn’t care, i wasn’t thinking about tomorrow; i 
was just interested in the company i kept, and the adventures i 
was having in the moment.   i just went to where the action was, 
and where the action was, there was always a lot of interesting 
stuff going on downtown so i started to work with a group there. 

PC: In respect to the notion of being typecast within a group, 
you spent many years being typecast as “the villain”...

WD: You know it’s kind of funny that i started out my career 
playing villains.  i suppose it has to do with what i was presenting, 
and how i looked. The truth is, when you’re young if you’ve got 
a look that isn’t terrifically conventional, and you’re interested in 
saying things that are sort of off-center, you cultivate an interest 
in the outlaw culture.  i think that’s what i was doing.  From a 
very young age i was more interested in art than i was in enter-
tainment.  i think that i developed this presentation, this per-
sona, as i was surviving in life, because as a child i was more like 
the comedian,- a little goofy, a little sweet fat kid, and that part is 
still in me, but that villain thing was just really a mask that i think 
was attracted to. 

Pc: You were born in the Midwest.  Was there any conflict in 
relation to where you came from, and if so, what character-
ized it?
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 “I like the poetry of cinema.  I like the poetry and the formalness of theatre.”  

Sicily,  italy
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on one hand, i grew up in appleton, which was very white-pick-
et americana, and on the other hand it was also a very dynamic 
time when there was a clear shift away from that.  i was born 
in 1955, and come from a large family with lots of older broth-
ers and sisters; so i grew up in, not necessarily a conservative 
time, but in an “american” town in the ‘50s and ‘60s.   i also saw 
my older brothers and sisters go to the University of Wisconsin-
Madison, where there was a lot of antiwar movement.  i would 
go down and visit them, and police would break down the door 
where i was staying.  So i had this kind of 
mix, because i was younger than the gen-
eration that established my community, but 
i was very close to the counter-culture youth 
generation that i lived through, through my 
brothers and sisters. 

PC: You come from a large family of profes-
sionals. What was the lack of appeal with a 
life of a typical profession, and the attrac-
tion to one that was so unconventional? 

WD: i think i always loved physical jobs.   
Growing up middle class, and then moving 
to new York and falling a couple of social 
classes, made me identify more with work-
ing-class people than i did when i was grow-
ing up.  i grew up not aspiring so much as to 
have a career, as to have a life.  When i got 
to new York, because of that more working 
class environment, i kind of had a shift politi-
cally, and i started being interested in what it 
meant to be an artist.  That was a very fertile 
time for a lot of experimentation in new York 
city.  i’d look around and see things that ex-
cited me, and gave me lots of energy, and piqued my curiosity.  
i’m very much a product of my background, but at the same time 
i was lucky to be in new York in a very inspiring time.  it was like 
i was busy being turned on by the people and events too much 
to think about having a career or getting a job (laughs)!  i think 
i moved away from home, as many people do, to create a new 
identity; i think it’s a normal thing, you know?  i was an adoles-
cent going out in a world, which i was very ill-prepared for.  one 
thing i did learn is that the experiences and education i had was 
really good emotionally, but not so good, really, to let me know 
what the world was.  Good training for being a decent human 
being, and knowing how to function in a group is something i’ve 
sought out over and over again in the form of a theatre company 
or making a film. 

I’ve read that you don’t really go method with a role. How 
much does it help you, when you’re playing a role, having 
that kind of anonymity enshrouding your identity? 

WD: i’ve always been task-oriented.  You apply yourself in ac-
tion and something happens.  if you’re not looking for an ef-
fect, and you’re really open and flexible, there can be real trans-
formation, a real shift in how you see things. That’s when you 
enter the character, that’s when you become another person, 

that’s when you function in the context of the story that makes 
a character.  as far as anonymity, i think it just gives you flex-
ibility, flexibility for yourself and flexibility for the audience, 
because if they know too much, it’s information that works 
against their ability to be flexible in how they see you.  also, 
if you’re in the business of selling yourself as a persona, and 
presenting it to the world, that contributes to an egocentricity 
that kind of works against you as a performer.   The irony is you 
want to work for yourself, but you want to lose yourself in the 
respect that you want a full range of impulses and opinions, 
to apply yourself to being other people, to take other people’s 
points of view, to take a different set of impulses, and really the 
best way to do that is to trick yourself into not serving your ego.  
if you can do that, then it can be incredibly liberating. 

PC: With your history of working in theatre and film, is 
there any temptation to break from the two, and find a loose 
hybrid, such as a regular series like those on HBO? 

WD: i’m not attracted to television.  i think that all the en-
ergy, and all the attention is going to television now, which is 
interesting. People are very excited at the fact that the writing is 
very good, and they can have long character arcs, but the most 
beautiful things about performing don’t always have to do with 

writing.  The most beautiful things 
about film don’t have to do necessar-
ily with story or character.   i like the 
poetry of cinema.  i like the poetry 
and the formalness of theatre.   Tel-
evision, i don’t know it well enough 
to get into it.  i’ve heard a lot of great 
work is being done with it, but i just 
don’t know it so much.  i still work 
very much from a place of fantasy, 
and i’d much rather be in an art gal-
lery or watching dance recitals than 
watching TV.  now keep in mind, 
the emphasis is not really on movies 
right now, and the opportunities are 
kind of sliding around, so who knows 
what will happen? never say never.   
at this point, as long as i have interest 
in theatre and film, i wouldn’t want to 
be tied to one place and one character 
and involved in the whole selling of 
a television show.  Whether you like 
it or not it’s still creatively driven by 
writers, and ultimately advertisers in 
some fashion, and you can say that 

about film too, but you feel it in a different way.   also, call 
me old fashioned, and i may be a sucker, but i still enjoy the 
kind of relationship you have with a director as creator, direc-
tor as auteur.   i often seek out these people that are making 
something that’s personal and specific to them, and i like to 
attach myself to them, and i like to be their creature, to be the 
doer of their dreams.  not only is that good for me, but it’s the 
only way to make things that aren’t calculated in a way that they 
suffocate themselves.  i think you have to make stuff from a 
deep intuition, and a deep sense of what you need.  You can’t be 
thinking about the audience, you just have to trust that you’re 
not a Martian, and if it’s of value it’ll find its way.  There will be 
like-minded people that will relate to what you’re dealing with, 
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or not.  But as far as having contact with what you’re making, i 
think that you can’t have one eye on the outside and one eye on 
what you’re doing. You can’t do this to get that, i mean of course 
you can in life-- we do it all the time-- but i think if you do it 
too much, you get drawn away from the task at hand, and that 
opens the door for corruption. Then you start doing things not 
for themselves, but you start doing them for something down 
the road.  i think when you start to do that then you’ll never do 
anything where you’re really present, and you really lose yourself 
in a way where you’re fully engaged. 

PC: You’ve worked with a number of directors widely ac-
cepted as visionaries.  What is your process when it comes to 
finding projects? 

WD: i read a fair amount of scripts.  i do love movies, but i 
don’t see them nearly as much as i would like.   as i get older, 
time gets faster and faster and faster.  i never have enough hours 
in the day, so there’s never enough time to read what i want to 
read, to see the movies that i want to see, to meet the people i 
want to meet, to do the things that i want to do in my personal 
life.  That’s a beautiful thing, and sometimes you get caught up 
in this kind of anxiety about how you spend your time.  But back 
to your question, you know i don’t know how i find projects 
(laughs). i mean, sometimes your appetite changes, sometimes 
you have to balance things out, sometimes you cultivate things, 
and sometimes there are directors who i’d love to work with, 
but i can see why i wouldn’t be in one of their movies. There’s a 
practical aspect to it. You don’t just work with someone; it has 
to be a convergence of the role, the director, the situation.  it all 
has to come together.  it’s not like i sit there and go, “oh i have 
to work with this person and i’m going to do anything i can just 
to work with him or her.” it just doesn’t work that way.  also, 
it sounds crazy, but really, you have to have a sense that you’re 
needed, that you have a function, that you’re the guy to do the 
role, that’s important.  Sometimes i read things, and i think it’s 
interesting, but a lot of people can do this.  i always feel most 
comfortable when i read something, and think, “Wow i’m the 
guy, i’m the guy to do this.” That’s not always the case, but that’s 
when i feel most turned on. 

PC: As incredible as the film industry is, it is rife with contra-
dictions and flaws.  As an actor, what are some of the largest 
changes in the industry that stand out?

WD: Many things stand out.  it’s amazing— for how much work 
i’ve done in film, i’m so ignorant about the film industry.  i’m 

not the wisest person to say this, but i can state some obvious 
things.  When i started out, directors still had power, and that 
power has been marginalized more over time.  Right now studios 
don’t even make money; companies make money that is funneled 
through the studio system.  also, culturally, films do not have the 
same kind of cachet as they did in the past, they’re just part of a 
bigger system.  Films are just content that get fed into this system, 
but the interest is not in film itself , but on all the stuff that comes 
off of film.  There’s more energy for promoting films than making 
films. That’s very funny to me.  it’s a world where the importance 
of actors is measured more by social media tweets than they are 
by anything else.   There was a very interesting article in The New 
York Times a couple of weeks ago about how hard it is to gauge 
popularity now because there are so many delivery systems.  The 
advertisement people have become where the real power is.  it’s 
the selling of the movie that gets more resources, and creative 
energy than the actual making of the movie.  Those are some of 
the things that i think have changed.  i can’t talk broadly about 
the movie business but those are just some of the fragmentary 
thoughts i have. 

PC: Is there anything you find more interesting about being an 
actor now? Using technology as a lynchpin?

WD: not really.  i don’t want to be an old crank and say, “oh, 
things used to be so much better,” because that’s not exactly true.  
But there is, you know, a depression around popular culture now, 
we can’t underestimate what the internet has done to us as hu-
man beings.  i think there is a greater need for culture because 
we’re getting all this information, and we feel smarter, and more 
empowered, but the truth is, at the center, people aren’t in their 
bodies in the same way.   People don’t know how to deal with 
each other in the same way anymore; there’s more depression 
and neuroses than there ever was, and that’s kind of backed up 
by drug company profits, you know?  i think culture is still a 
place where we can have a community, and still have an exchange 
of ideas, and still do things that can surprise and remind us of 
things that we’ve forgotten, and give us a new view, and hopefully 
see what cuts across cultural conditioning and politics.  i think 
that’s the only way that we can survive. 

PC: In the context of The Wooster Group, what was it like be-
ing a part of something from the ground floor?

WD: That was a very exciting time.  People were making things 
with very little money, and they created their own commu-
nity, their own audience. one of the interesting things about 
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The Wooster Group was, as it started out, it wasn’t a group of thea-
tre people. They came from other disciplines, but they were mak-
ing theatre.  i think that was true of a lot of places in the down-
town scene in the ‘70s and ‘80s, - particularly the ‘70s.   You had 
musicians making films, you had dancers making theatre, there 
was this cross-fertilization that was very immediate. You had a 
lot of experimentation.  it was a lot of fun; people were social, 
people were motivated.  it was a sexy time; people were mixing it 
up, people were trying to create worlds,  that’s what i remember.  
With The Wooster Group in particular, Liz was really the engine 
of it from the very beginning. But the truth is, we always thought 
the show that we were doing was the last and we were lucky to 
have a space, and that’s what really helped us survive.  also, the 
commitment of the core people, -- but in the end we were mak-
ing things from our own curiosity, and for our own pleasure, not 
so much conditioned by career aspirations.  We weren’t thinking 
about money, we weren’t thinking about being famous.  in fact, 
the mainstream culture was shitting on us all the time saying 
what we were doing was bullshit.  it was only many years later 
that we got to be accepted.  now The Wooster Group, which i am 
no longer involved in, is quite respected all around the world, and 
is something of an institution.  although i must say, a lot of the 
original people are not there anymore because they have either 
moved on, or passed away, or for various reasons. So now it’s Liz 
with a new generation of younger actors. 

PC: With The Wooster group what’s so fascinating, I think, is 
the depth of innovation of what you were all establishing. How 
much do you think it helps or hurts collaborating, when it is 
with someone you know personally? 

WD: You know, it can be all those things.  all i know is i find 
i make things, and i work with people that i like being around.   
More than a script, more than a character, more than an idea, 
more than anything else, what i’m attracted to are people, and i 
like to be in the room with people that inspire me, turn me on.   i 
don’t have to like them, but there are people who trigger some-
thing in me that i feel engaged in a way that is free, and feels fluid, 
and that’s always what i’m searching for.

PC: You once commented about directors, that you, “like the 
crazy ones better than the well-behaved ones.” Having worked 
with so many notable personalities, do you see a connection 
between creativity, chaos and desire? 

WD: Yes.  a beautiful place for me as an actor is when you’re re-
ally able to give yourself to someone as material, as a thing, as 

energy, as a series of impulses.   if you’re able to give yourself 
to someone, and they need someone’s complicity and trust, you 
make something together that is great because you’re better than 
you could ever be by yourself.  You’ve had impulses that you’d 
never make by yourself, you’re stronger together, and those are 
the sorts of situations you seek out.  You offer yourself in a sort 
of pure way, and someone needs you to do something, and you 
do something together without dragging your feet, or worrying 
about what it means, or what is in it for you. Those are when the 
most beautiful things happen. 

PC: Have you ever been tempted to direct?

WD: no. Because i don’t want to watch, i want to do. 

PC: You’ve had your fair share of controversy, notably with 
Body of Evidence, Antichrist, and The Last Temptation of Christ.  
Is controversy something you think about in relation to a per-
formance? How important do you think it is to push societal 
boundaries?

WD: no, i don’t think about that.  Sometimes you think, “oh this 
could be a popular movie, or this is commercial.” You do have 
those instincts, but, i mean, i don’t sit with them very long and i 
don’t think about them too much because that’s not my job. 

PC: You’ve talked about going back to theatre when the time is 
right.  Is the right situation an offshoot of your personality, or 
of career aspirations, or both?  

WD: it’s a marriage of those two things.  i do try to keep oppor-
tunities coming, but also my tastes are not necessarily popular 
tastes, so i always have to be careful not to marginalize myself 
because i need resources.  Even though i’m not thinking about the 
audience while i am making things, i do want the audience to see 
what i’m doing, particularly when i think it’s beautiful. 

PC: At this stage of your life, it’s obvious that you’re not re-
motely close to the twilight of your career, is legacy something 
you think about? 

WD: no, i don’t look back so much.   and i think that’s one of the 
things of being busy.  i like to work, because i think as an actor 
you need to work.  We’re like animals: we need to eat, we’ve got 
to stay in shape to pull that cart.  i usually have enough problems 
and pleasures and anxieties and excitement about what i’m doing 
to keep me from looking back too often.  ( The End )
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Gemma arterton is in no danger of being typecast. in just a few years she’s tackled roles with 
a diversity for which most actors wait a lifetime - from a heartbreaking turn as the tragic heroine in 
Tess of the D’Urbervilles to the lethally sexy vampire in Byzantium. She’s done gritty low-budget Brit 
flicks and glossy Hollywood popcorn movies. Heck, there’s even a turn as a Bond Girl on her cV (the 
wonderfully named Strawberry Fields). Widely varied projects, she’s irresistible to watch in them all. 

What makes arterton’s assent all the more impressive is that in a celebrity saturated culture, she’s done 
it all without the coterie of high profile pals and nightly trips to the Groucho. instead, it’s sheer talent 
that makes the RaDa graduate so captivating to watch.

arterton’s mesmeric screen presence and sultry beauty is, however, underpinned by a refreshing 
earthiness and lashings of self-deprecating humor. Her conversation is peppered with “darling”s and 
giggles. ask anyone who’s met her and they will unanimously tell you this: “She’s lovely”. 

arterton calls me from a noisy Paris street one morning. Based in the city for a few months, she tells 
me she loves it there because it’s “beautiful, but a bit shabby.” a fittingly down-to-earth summation 
from film’s most grounded rising star. She talks to Un-Titled Project about women in film, playing the 
fame game and Gene Wilder.

text  •  Laura-antonia Jordan

Gemma Arterton
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aren’t biased, that aren’t male orientated and driven by the male 
opinion, but films that are honest about what it is to be a chick 
generally. 
That’s the start for us, creating more opportunities for female di-
rectors, female writers and, without limiting ourselves, keeping in 
a small-to-medium budget so we don’t have to go down the big 
studio route.

LJ: So you don’t have to sell out?

GA: Exactly. if you keep the budget low-ish then you can be free.

LJ: You often hear people mention limited opportunities for 
actresses but it’s interesting that you mention female writers 
and directors.

GA: Someone even said to me yesterday “cate Blanchett gets so 
frustrated there’s no roles” and i’m like, “Fuck, that’s cate Blan-
chett, one of the best actresses in the world struggling to find 
interesting roles because people just aren’t interested in making 
movies about 45 year-old women, or they don’t sell.” it’s rare. 
There are a limited number of people wanting to tell a story about 
that. 
What fascinates me is that, in the theatre, it’s not like that. Some 
of the most fantastic plays ever written have a female protagonist 
who’s fucked up or 45 or whatever. in the film industry it’s not like 
that, and why is that?  My limited opinion is that it’s because it’s 
a money-led industry and they want to know that they can get a 
lead guy and a lead girl who’ll put bums on seats. 
We need to give more opportunities to the people that have writ-
ten those scripts and to the people who want to direct those 
scripts. it’s not as simple as that in the industry, but that’s my 
mandate [laughs].

LJ: You have tackled some really diverse parts yourself. What 
gets you excited about a role?

GA: it’s quite simple, i just go by what i think is right. i’ll also 
think about what i’ve previously done-  i hate repeating myself. 
So it’s a mixture of intuition, trying to do something different, and 
stretching my range, i guess. But also i like to have fun. i think it’s 
so important to enjoy what you do and so often it’s what i think 
i’m going to have a laugh doing, even if it’s heavy. and in the last 
year [the decision’s become] so director-driven. i always knew the 
director was important, but now i really know that. 

LJ: That begs the question, is directing something you’d like to 
do?

GA: i find the idea of directing quite scary as you’re the captain 
of the ship, the one responsible for whether it sinks or swims. i 
feel like i’d be a much better producer than a director, at the mo-
ment. But i’ve always loved the idea of being a director. i would 
never say never, i’d have to find the right story that i really felt i 
could tell, and the right actors and the right team. i just made a 
movie with this amazing director who i’ve totally fallen in love 
with, Marjane Satrapi. She was just like, “Look, you just need to 
believe in the story and then find loads of people you love to help 
you make the film and then it’s easy.” 

LJ: You’ve worked with some amazing talent across the board. 
What’s the best piece of advice you’ve ever been given? And 
what advice would you give to a young actor about to leave 
drama school?

GA: nobody ever told me this, but it’s really obvious: you have to 
really give a shit about what you’re doing, otherwise it just doesn’t 
translate. Especially in this current celebrity-driven culture, if you 
don’t give a fuck about the story you’re telling or the actors you’re 
working with then you might as well go home. You have to be so 
committed. it’s hard to be an actor in this world; it’s not a reliable 
job. Sometimes i give talks at drama schools and i say to them 
“Make sure you really care about it and you’re not doing it for the 
wrong reasons.” The best piece of advice i’ve ever been given in 
terms of work was from my acting teacher and he just said, “Look 
Gem, follow your instincts ‘cause you’re always going to be right”.

LJ: Speaking about celebrity culture, do you consciously try to 
maintain a level of privacy?
 
GA: i am quite conscious of that. i’ve been able to get a bit of train-
ing behind me in terms of where i can go, where i can’t go, how 
to do it. i just don’t like that side of it and i think you can avoid it. 
it’s not necessary. i’m also quite lucky because there have been so 
many times when i’ve thought “oh no, there’s going to be people 
outside” and there just hasn’t been. [Laughs]. People really don’t 
care! i get away with walking around and people don’t recognize 
me, which is such a blessing. i don’t really want people to know 
my private life.

LJ: Of course with success as an actress comes premieres, photo 
shoots and so on. Do you enjoy that side or is it tedious?

GA: it depends. For instance the Un-Titled Project shoot was 
amazing. i felt very relaxed and soulful. it was organic, but some-
times it can be a bit drab. it’s the same as anything; it depends on 
who you’re working with. it should be an artistic pursuit, that’s 
when it’s fun. Sometimes i am a bit insecure ‘cause it’s not really 
what i do. i think when it works is when i do act a little bit in a 
photo.

LJ: Well fashion is a kind of performance in a way.

GA: Yeah! You’re dressing up and trying different things. That’s a 
good way of seeing it.

LJ: Now that you know all the smoke and mirrors that go into 
making a film, can you enjoy it in the same way?

GA: absolutely. i love film. i love being taken away somewhere 
else and i offer myself to that. i would be so sad if i couldn’t en-
joy a film because i make films. obviously sometimes you think, 
“how did they do that?” but it hasn’t stopped me from being able 
to escape into a film. and if it’s a good film then you just forget 
you’re even watching it.

LJ: So if I said to you, “Gemma, you’re having a movie night in, 
iPhone off, bucket of popcorn” and let you watch a classic film, 
a guilty pleasure and a film you’ve never seen that you really 
should have – what do you choose?

Laura Antonia Jordan: It’s the cinema issue of Un-Titled Pro-
ject so I wanted to start off  by asking you if there was a specific 
moment you fell in love with film?

Gemma Arterton: i always think back to my childhood because 
it was so innocent. i didn’t want to be an actress or anything like 
that, so the films that captivated me really took me somewhere 
else. i always loved magic realism; even now, as a grown up, that’s 
really what i gravitate towards. i remember going over to my 
friend’s house and every time i went ‘round there i’d say “Please 
can we watch Willy Wonka? The Gene Wilder one.” For me that’s 
one of the best films ever made - and also Mary Poppins. 
as i got older i always remember seeing Bjork in Dancer in the 
Dark. i just had no idea what she was capable of and that a direc-
tor could get that kind of performance out of somebody. That 
was really what made me want to become an actor, seeing her 
in that film.

LJ: When you were at RADA (Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts) how 
did you dream your career might go?

GA: i absolutely had no aspirations of being a film actor. it wasn’t 
something that i thought was actually realistic at all. Even now, 
although i do films and am starting to get more experience with 
them, i still don’t consider myself a film actor. Theatre’s what i 
love more than anything and that’s why from the age of 12, i was 
doing circus stuff and physical theatre. So when i was at RaDa 
the training was so theatre-orientated you really don’t learn 
about being a film actor and they’re very realistic with you in 
saying that you’re very unlikely to be one. 
i even remember calculating that i could survive living in Lon-
don on a theatre wage if i did one or two plays a year.  it wasn’t in 
my mind that i would ever do any film.

LJ: You’ve done big budget blockbusters and tiny independent 
movies – which do you prefer?

GA: no comparison. i’ve done my fair share of blockbusters and 
i’ve had good experiences as well as not-so-good experiences. in-
die movies are way more satisfying, way more collaborative, way 
more creative. There’s less politics. Because i come from a theatre 
background, i like to be very much involved in the process and 
it’s not as easy to be involved when you’re on a massive project 
with a big budget and hundreds of producers. i’ve done that and 
i’m very grateful for that because it’s helped me develop my ca-
reer so i can do smaller things. now i have my own production 
company and i wouldn’t have been able to do that if i hadn’t done 
blockbuster movies. But it’s not my bag!

LJ: What are your motivations with setting up the production 
company?

GA: The production company came about because i just got a 
bit frustrated with waiting for other people to make decisions. a 
couple of my friends and i -- they’re already producers, we made 
a film together a while back The Disappearance of Alice Creed – 
we just thought, “we’re all on the same page.” We wanted to start 
creating roles for women that are genuine and not just chicks in 
the films that are there for the guy. [We want to make films that] 
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GA: i’ve never seen The Godfather, [when i tell people that] every-
one’s like ‘oh my god, it’s a masterpiece!’ i think i’ve deliberately 
avoided it because it’s the boys’ favorite movie, they always quote 
bits out of it.
My guilty pleasure would be a musical; i do like cheesy old musi-
cals. and i’ve already told you my classic, the original Willy Won-
ka! Gene Wilder is such a genius. i can’t believe how amazing he is. 

LJ: What talent out there at the moment would you like to work 
with?

GA: oh God, there’re so many talented people, so many young di-
rectors i’d like to work with. i’ve got a list i’ve written which is with 
me all the time, but it’s a bit weird to talk about in an interview 
because i don’t want to seem cheesy. 
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LJ: Everyone I’ve spoken to who’s met you says how lovely you 
are. How do you stay grounded?

GA: i think it’s just something you can do or you can’t do. i really 
believe that if you’re a person who is aware, you would be aware if 
you’re being a dick. if you’re behaving like a dick and you know it, 
then you stop behaving like a dick. i like honest relationships that 
are genuine, and i’m aware of it when it’s not and i don’t engage 
with it.

LJ: When you’re away from acting what do you enjoy doing?

GA: if i wasn’t an actor i’d probably be a painter. i love to paint and 
draw. anything creative that takes your mind out of your head, or 
lets you look at the world from a different angle.

LJ: Can you tell us a bit about anything you have coming up?

GA: The reason i’m in Paris is because i’m making my first French 
film [Gemma Bovery]. i say that reluctantly as i started learning 
French in February and i have to speak it by august in this film. 
now i’m sort of able to have conversations and i’m living in France 
just to get speaking French. However, all my friends keep coming 
to visit me and all i do is speak English all day, which is not the 
point. and then i have a big musical that i’m preparing to do next 
year on stage.

LJ: You can’t get more diverse than that.

GA: [laughs] i know! i love that, that’s what’s interesting for me.

( The End )
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If you don’t know who Gustaf Skårgard is already, it’s not strange.  He doesn’t really give interviews, 
doesn’t really care about publicity, or socializing at “important” events.  That’s because he prefers to 
put his attention on his job - an actor. 
i had the chance to meet Gustaf in Stockholm.  We met at his regular cafe spot in Stockholm, So-
dermalm.  it’s a fresh summer afternoon.  The cafe is small, colorful and has a little area for outdoor 
seating with a view of the nearby park.  There’s a mix of characters and personalities all around, like 
Gustaf himself.   
i see him from a distance and immediately recognize him from seeing him play Hamlet at Stockholm’s 
Stadsteater a few years earlier.  Gustaf walks towards me, but stops to talk to two women at another 
table first.  i walk up to him and introduce myself, afraid that he did not notice me.  He immediately 
gives me his full attention, and excuses himself to the women. 
While ordering espresso, i reveal honestly to Gustaf that i am not a journalist.  i ask him to bear with 
me.  He laughs and says, “Thank God.” 
He tells me later that the two women actually were his sister and her friend, and says he comes here 
all the time.  He loves the diversity, and all the different kinds of personalities.   
His presence is hard to ignore.  His expressions are alive and full of energy, and he has true passion 
in his voice.  i feel instantly inspired, and the questions start pouring out of me.  i want to know eve-
rything about Gustaf.   
During our meeting, i understand how acting comes so naturally for Gustaf.  not only was he born 
into the Skarsgard family, but he has a curiosity about life and desire to experience it from all different 
perspectives and conditions true to the characters that he plays. 
He recently starred in the feature film, Kon-Tiki directed by Joakim Rönning and Espen Sandberg 
(Bangt Danielsson was the character).  He also starred in Vi, directed by Mani Maserrat agah, and 
The Way Back, a Hollywood production, directed by Peter Weir.  Gustaf is currently playing the role 
of Floki in the History channel’s TV series, Vikings. 
 

Gustaf Skarsgård

Dorothea Barth Jörgenson - How do you manage a 
role that is hard to grasp? 
 
Gustaf Skårsgard - When i’m confused in my work, 
one clear sign is when i notice myself writing back-
ground stories about my characters.  i’m searching 
outside of the role instead of basing it on the script.   
 
DBJ - Do you then restart the process all over 
again? 
 
GS - no, then i’m screwed, but that happened a long 
time ago. (Gustaf smiles) 
 
DBJ - Is there any difference between how your 
process is now in comparison to when you just 
started out?  Is there a pressure to deliver? 
 
GS - absolutely, i can see in my earlier work that my 
ambition killed the creativity.  it’s a common mistake 
made by beginners to live fully with extreme emo-
tions, like complete anger or sadness.  it’s the easy 

subtle expressions - and everything in between.  it’s 
hard though and demands a lot of practice. 
 
DBJ - What makes you regain energy after hard 
work? 
 
GS - Family and close friends.  When i’m flying 
so much and working on new roles, it’s important 
to have some sort of grounding to fall back on - a 
concrete place where i can regain new energy.  it’s 
a privilege that i have, and would never want to 
lose.  The other way is to spend time in nature, 
which fascinates me since i grew up in the city and 
discovered nature later on in life. 
 
DBJ - When you’re filming, do you think it’s 
important to create a personal relationship with 
your co-stars or do you try to keep it profes-
sional? 
 
GS - i don’t look for new friends, but it comes 
naturally.  When you work very hard together, it’s 
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in the shared intense moments where you reveal yourself in the 
moment.   i’m always searching for the real person, the deeper 
you.  But with that being said, some parts of me are very closed, 
and only a few know me that way. 
 
DBJ - But what if you don’t connect? 
 
GS - i used to want to be loved by everyone, but now i accept if 
we don’t connect.  i’m not going to blame myself like i used to.  i 
don’t know who i am, but i’m fine with just being. 
 
DBJ - I think you know who you are more than other actors. 
 
GS - Lots of actors are wasting all of their talent on playing the 
role as “the actor who’s playing the role,” instead of playing the 
actual role. 
 
DBJ - If you’re honest towards the people you meet, you gain 
trust. 
 
GS - and that can also be difficult.   i have a tendency to open 
up closed people.   Somehow they interest me more.   Even if it 
was a great connection in the moment, it doesn’t mean we are 
best friends.  i live for the moment, and we share it.  But then i 
let go, and people can mistake the moment for more than it is...
holding on to it. 
 
DBJ - So what do you dislike about the business? 
 
GS - i hate the elitists.  The narcissistic environment where you 
need to hang with the right peoople, be seen and kiss asses.  i’m 
trying to avoid that and focus on my job instead. 
 
DBJ - How do you prepare yourself before a scene? 
 
G - The method is not very interesting to me.   The important 
thing is to be present and deliver when i’m in front of the camera.  
it’s the energy i have to work on and build up so the character 
can be alive.  The most important thing is life and flow.  if it’s too 
methodic, there is a risk that it becomes lifeless. 
 
D - What do you get out of acting? 
 
GS - i live for it, and have been since i was six years old.   it is a 
diverse profession where you have the opportunity to relate to 
different dimensions, situations and lives.  i love a fantastic script 
and role that i have to dig into.  Sometimes it can be as simple as 
the joy of chopping wood, or riding horses.  it’s in the diversity 
of life that i’m able to explore all kinds of views within any given 
situation. 
 
DBJ - What turns you off? 
 
GS - it turns me off to see actors on stage enjoying their experi-
ence too personally, then you’re not truly present in the role.  it 
should be the character’s emotions and not your personal experi-
ence.  i’m trying to surrender my own personal experience and 
focus on the role. 
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DBJ - Do you find it hard to keep characters apart? 
 
GS - Every character i’ve played or will play is a different ex-
pression of myself.   They intertwine with each other.   it’s about 
different ranges of energy and it has to fit into the frame of the 
character i’m playing. 
 
DBJ - It seems like you have been choosing the right roles in 
your career - complex and challenging, like Hamlet. 
 
GS - Hamlet is a maniac and requires tremendous energy to play 
him, and avoid making it become a routine.   it was a challenge 
to remain sane and not get burned out.  But yes, i love the com-
plexity of the great roles where you can go very deep.   Even if 
everyone is coming into the project with good intention, it’s still 
never guaranteed that project will be good, even if the script and 
your fellow actors are well respected.  You have to take risks and 
you never know where it’s going to take you. 
 
DBJ - What about acting as an art form? 
 
GS - i think that acting can be the most honest, beautiful and 
complete art form.   Your instrument is your body, voice, mind 
and soul.  To express yourself, you use your whole existence.  i’m 
trying to keep it as honest as i can.  it’s potentially the most beau-
tiful art form.  But most of the time it doesn’t reach that higher 
level and it becomes dirty, like prostitution. 
 
DBJ – Any plans for starting a family sooner or later? 
 
GS - (Gustaf laughs) if i will beat my father if i have nine children! 
Theoretically it’s possible…joking aside, i have my family and i 
need to focus on my work.   i’m dedicated so it’s hard to justify 
focusing on creating a family of my own right now.  i would prob-
ably not be present enough. 
 
DBJ - Are you ever get attracted to your co-stars? 
 
GS - of course.   There’s always a connection between you and 
your co-star.  There has to be.  otherwise we shouldn’t work to-
gether.   acting is all about connection.   i’m conscious of it and 
take it for what it is. 
 
DBJ - Have you dated a co-star? 
 
GS – i’ve been in a relationship with another actor before.  The 
advantage of it is that they understand your life, your routine-
less schedule, and have respect of the profession.  There’s also a 
danger to it.   Doesn’t matter how much you work on yourself 
and with acting, you and everyone else are identifying you with 
the success you have.  You will start to question yourself, and feel 
worthless when not booking jobs. and there will be times you 
can feel some sort of jealousy when your partner is booking jobs, 
and you’re not. 
 
DBJ - What inspires you? 
 
GS – i’ve been a big Hip Hop nerd, as i’ve always rooted for the 
undergdog. as a younger man, i identified with the angry men 
from the United States - the ones who shouted the truth.  Even if i 
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was a middle class teenager from Sodermalm, my gang of people 
were outsiders here.  nobody really knew what Hip Hop was, but 
we identified with the culture of Hip Hop. 
 
DBJ -  What do you think about art? 
 
GS - Depending on the concept, i like art that i can experience 
and not think my way to.  i like what i like and don’t care about 
the trends.  i’m the viewer and i always have right.  if i think it’s 
shit, it is shit for me.  if it doesn’t arouse something within me, 
it’s bad art. 
 
DBJ - Have you always had high expectations of yourself? 
 
GS - i wanted to be best very early on which i’m very happy for, 
(Gustaf smiles) because now i am “The Best.”  i’m just joking, but 
it made me commit to drama school and work my ass off, almost 
to the point of absurdity. 
 
DBJ - So do you ever question yourself and your work? 
 
GS - absolutely, doubt and megalomania are so close with each 
other that it’s hard to separate sometimes.   i’m calmer now.   
When i was in my early twenties,  i was extreme between doubt-
ing myself and the megalomania,  now i’m searching for balance. 
 
DBJ - But do you like extremes? 
 
GS - i love it, but it’s dangerous, depending on which context.  i 
have the everything-or-nothing genes.  it can be terribly difficult 
with everything. 
 
DBJ - Have you ever been on the wrong track? 
 
GS - Yes, a lot of times.   But you also need to walk the wrong 
path to realize who you are, question, and look around to find 
the right things.  it’s part of life to take risks and have the cour-
age to let go.  Maybe you’ll get lost, but then you need to search 
again.   it makes life more interesting to put yourself outside of 
your comfort zones. 
 
DBJ – Did you ever lose yourself in the process? 
 
GS - Yes, i used to.  nowadays i don’t have the same need for it 
anymore. My philosophy was always, (Gustaf laughs) to smoke 
weed day in and day out.  Just joking… i used to be so afraid of 
stagnating that i actually lost myself in refusing to hold on to any 
identity and in the constant search. it’s not that i felt like i have 
found myself now i’ve just stopped looking more... 
 
DBJ - So how did you get back into yourself? 
 
GS - it depends on the project and role.  after Hamlet for exam-
ple, i burned the candle at both ends over a long time frame.  The 
only way for me was have a solid place where i could just be, and 
ground myself.  But i feel calmer within and realized i don’t have 
to search all the time.  i can allow myself to be. 
 
DBJ - That is so important in relationships as well, to meet 
your partner, or every human being you meet with the aware-

the now, knowing that we change every moment. 
 
GS - Exactly, especially in relationships.  it’s so important to see 
the person for what they are and not project your own expecta-
tions or the past into that moment.  That’s why it’s so important 
to be single sometimes, to reconnect with yourself without the 
projections of your partner. You are your own being, with ups 
and downs.  You have to meet somehow in the middle. 
 
DBJ - I saw this picture that symbolizes love in such a beautiful 
way - two cycles intertwining almost halfway. 
 
GS - Definition is a lie.   it’s stagnation.   The picture is defined, 
that’s why it stopped being.   Everything is constantly moving.   
and the funny thing is, even in Quantum Physics the molecules 
are affected by your observation. 
 
DBJ - I don’t understand? 
 
GS - The smallest components when you study them, cannot be 
studied objectively.  They get affected by your observation.  They 
get affected by the expectation of the viewer, therefore the whole 
is composed by that expectation. 
 
DBJ - Do you believe in a higher power, spirituality, God? 
 
GS - i don’t believe in any religion, but i’m open for something 
more.  i like to question.  But i’m fine without knowing.  i find life 
magical and mystical enough as it is.  The sun is a big burning star 
in the universe. That’s divine enough!  it  fascinates me that we are 
a part of this universe.   
 
DBJ - What sign are you? 
 
GS - i hate when this question comes up.  i’m a Scorpion. 
 
DBJ – I’m a Scorpion as well.  
 
GS - (Gustaf laughs) Really what date? 
 
DBJ – November 6th, and you? 
 
GS – november 12th.  i’m a proud Scorpion.  i like the myth of 
the Scorpion, a powerful sign.  i think there is a cosmic affect on 
your date of birth, but i’m questioning the interpretation. 
 
DBJ - Gustaf, where are you going next? 
 
GS – i’m flying to La to spend some time with alexander (Gus-
taf ’s brother).  Then i’m continuing shooting Vikings in ireland. 
 
DBJ – For my last question, since I’m not a journalist, I would 
like to know if you like interviews? 
 
GS - i like interviews when there is good intention behind it, but 
some journalists want to provoke you and get a bad reaction.   it’s 
superficial, and i don’t want to open up to them. This is a conver-
sation.  You and i had conversation and we talked about interest-
ing things.   When i walk away from here, i’ll feel i had a good 
time.  i had fun.  ( The End )



Mary-Louise Parker
photography  •  Frances Tulk-hart    styling  •  romina herrera Malatesta   

text  •  alec holland

Mary-Louise Parker is exhausted.  She is starring in two movies that both open 
today.  She’s in the middle of moving her family to Brooklyn, but it’s not going smoothly, 
and she needs to find a sublet.  Plus, on what one assumes was her billionth press junket 
interview, she said something that is coming back to bite her in the ass.  She said that she 
was thinking about quitting acting, due to the mean-spiritedness of the internet.  The in-
ternet picked up on it, and has been having a field day with the story (SEE: ironic).  When 
i bring this up, she laughs, and tells me Mike nichols beat me to the punch.  “He told me at 
lunch today.  i had no idea!”  Mary-Louise doesn’t like the internet and she doesn’t spend 
much time on it.  She tries not to read what people are saying about her.  She assumes it’s 
all bad.  it’s not.  Most of the internet thinks she’s swell.  Lots of “The best actress ever!” and 
“She’s so hot!”  in ruder territory, she’s considered old, as in, “That’s one hot MiLF i’d like 
to fuck!”   alas, the internet is nothing if not redundant.  

dress: IMITaTIoN oF ChrIsT,  necklace: BING BaNG, rings: UGo CaCCIaTorI,
 red cord bracelet: ChroMe hearTs, other bracelets Mary-LoUIse’s owN
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Mary-Louise Parker
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dress: IMITaTIoN oF ChrIsT,  necklace: BING BaNG 
rings: UGo CaCCIaTorI,  red cord bracelet: ChroM hearTs
other bracelets: Mary-LoUIse’s owN

Mary-Louise Parker: it’s become so toxic.  Everyone’s paparazzi.  
Everyone’s in the park with a cell phone.  There’s a sense of entitle-
ment, like “You’re famous, you should expect it.”  no, i shouldn’t.  
There were no cellphones when i started acting.  There was no 
internet.  i’m 49 years old.  i would have been a kindergarten 
teacher.  i wouldn’t have gone to theater school for four years if 
i just wanted to be famous.  i would have slept with a senator, 
or made a sex tape.  This isn’t what i wanted.  and i’m so thin-
skinned.  it’s so easy to hurt my feelings.  it’s so hard to get me to 
believe a compliment. 

Alec Holland: Wow.  It’s wild what you project versus what you 
feel, because you come off as pretty kick-ass.

MLP: at work i am quite clear and confident and i’m able to ex-
press myself.  Maybe too much.  But, in my personal life, no.  i 
became an actor because i was an awkward, sensitive child.  i was 
a monosyllabic little girl and… it was the only time i was com-
fortable speaking.  i stuttered.  You take that person and you put 
them in a world where the most important thing is (screaming 
hysterically) “What dress are you going to wear?!”  i don’t want 
to care about that. 

AH: You went to North Carolina School of the Arts, right? 

MLP: Yeah. (Sighs) i loved it.  i wasn’t popular in high school.  i 
thought high school was going to be The Brady Bunch, and i was 
going to have a boyfriend and he’d have a convertible, but i was 
such a wallflower.  So i graduated early, and went to live with 
my sister, and i did a play.  When it was time to apply to college, 
i filled out two applications, and only mailed one in, and it was 
to north carolina School of the arts.  i didn’t even know what 
a monolog was, and you had to do two!  So my sister, who was 
an actress, took me to meet a woman, a director, who coached 
me.  i auditioned, and got in.  i just loved college.  i was so un-
self-conscious.  Being on stage, i just felt so… unafraid.  i made 
the best friends i have.  We started a theater group.  We wrote 
our own plays when we first moved to new York, and a couple of 
people became pretty successful from that theater group. 

Pretty successful, indeed.  Parker started The Edge Theater 
with the director Joe Mantello, and writer Peter Hedges.

Parker moved to New York the day she graduated, with $500 
in her pocket.  It wasn’t long before she started landing some 
notable roles. Parker’s stage career is impressive, and it started 
strong right out of the gate.  At 25, she starred in Prelude To A 
Kiss, and was nominated for a Tony Award.  A few years later 
she starred in Proof.  This time, she won the Tony.  

It has been a while since Parker has done a play, but she is 
about to get back on stage, starring in Snow Geese, a new play 
co-produced by Manhattan Theater Club and MCC Theater. 

AH: What was it about this play that made you want to do it?
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left  
dress: CosTUMe NaTIoNaL.  cape: kaTIe GaLLaGher, shoes: JILL sTUarT, bracelet: ChroMe hearTs, rings, link bracelet and horn bracelet: UGo CaCCIaTorI 

right  
dress: CosTUMe NaTIoNaL, shoes: JILL sTUarT hat: LaNVIN , bracelet: ChroMe hearTs, rings, link bracelet and horn bracelet: UGo CaCCIaTorI 
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hat: CosTUMe NaTIoNaL 
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dress: IMITaTIoN oF ChrIsT
coat: PaUL & Joe sIsTer MLP: it’s a very visceral thing.  i think i usually know within the 

first three pages if i want to do a play or not.  We did a reading, 
and i felt like everyone was really listening to it… to the very end.  
it’s very chekhovian, without that… sometimes chekov reads 
beautifully, but when you see it played, it can have a certain dis-
tance to it.  This doesn’t have that.  it has a lot of depth to it.  Lots 
of surprises.  i think the writing is really great.

AH: Does doing a play let you work the muscles that you might 
not be able to use in film or television? I guess what I’m ask-
ing is, do you feel like they’re three very different acting tech-
niques?

MLP: i think they feed each other, but i get more out of doing a 
play.  it feels arduous in a different way.  at the end of the day, i 
feel like i did something, like i earned my money.  Sometimes, i 
go home after doing a movie and i feel like, “Wow, they just paid 
me to sit there all day and look at refrigerators online.”  But that’s 
hard in a different way, because you have to summon everything 
for those few moments when the camera’s ready.  They’re both 
challenging in their own way. 

AH: I have read that you don’t watch your films.  Is that true?

MLP: no, i don’t.  i watched Weeds, because i gave notes on it, 
and i was involved in a different way.  and i had a voice.  But you 
don’t have a voice in film.  and i’d just rather not be disappointed.  

AH: I’m not trying to be all strokey on your ego, but you’ve 
been in some really good films.  It would behoove you to see 
some of them. 

MLP: Well, i’ve seen a couple.  i watched Angels In America and 
Longtime Companion.  The ones i had an emotional attachment 
to.  But in the past ten years i don’t think i’ve seen one. 

AH: Speaking of Longtime Companion, I wonder if we can talk 
about that for a second?  From very early in your career, you 
were associated with films dealing with the AIDS epidemic, 
and gay issues in general (in Boys On The Side, Parker played 
a woman dying of AIDS, and in Fried Green Tomatoes, she 
played a Depression-era woman in love with another woman). 
Was that a conscious effort on your behalf, to seek these roles 
out, even though there might have been professional repercus-
sions? 

MLP: Well my mentor, norman Rene, who directed Longtime 
Companion, who died, he was one of my best friends, and taught 
me most of what i know about acting.  He and craig Lucas… we 
had just done Prelude To A Kiss, and they said, “craig’s written his 
aiDS movie, and we have someone to produce it, even though 
it’s going to have one of the first scenes where you see two men 
kissing.  Do you want to be in it?” and i said, “i’m in.”  They said, 
“Do you want to know what you are playing?” and i said, “no. i 
really don’t care.”  My agent called and said, “They said that you 
said you’d do it, even though you haven’t read it” and i said, “That 
is correct.”  i just wanted to be part of it.  and, you know, i lost… 
well, we all lost subsequently, norman, and my hairdresser on 
that movie, and… i can’t even see a single frame of that movie 
without bursting into tears.  i just… i don’t know… i’ve had so 
many dear, wonderful friends that i lost. 
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I mention the final scene in the movie, where the three friends 
are walking along the beach, imagining a world after the cure 
for AIDS, when suddenly, hundreds of people come running 
down the dock towards them, laughing and waving. Among 
the crowd are the friends who had succumbed to the virus, all 
looking healthy, as if nothing had ever happened.  The scene 
is both exhilarating and devastating. When I mention that I 
cannot watch the scene without sobbing, I realize that there 
is a silence on the phone that feels thick and deep. The scene 
that affects me like no other is clearly as personal and heart-
breaking for Mary-Louise.  Fearing I’m losing her, I quickly 
change course, and go trivial, with a few light-hearted, innocu-
ous questions.

AH: What is your best trait?

… And with that she sounds like she might cry again. 

MLP: oh, god.  i am so down on myself today.  it’s like, every 
question you ask, i want to start crying.  oh, god. Do i have one? 
(Long pause) i’m pretty compassionate.

I go even lighter.  Questions of the “Who’s your favorite ac-
tress?!” and “What’s your biggest indulgence?!” variety (Judy 
Garland and Robin Wright; Lingerie and a good hotel, respec-
tively).  Then, I toss out what I assume is another softball: 

AH: Who would you like to work with? 

This time, the pause feels endless.  Finally, she rattles off a few 
names (Campbell Scott, Hunter Parish, Mike Nichols), and 
while it’s clear that these are all people she loves and respects, 
they sound like obligatory answers.  Then she stops.

MLP: i don’t really want for much in my career.  i’m so grateful 
with what i’ve got, and i’m so grateful when i get a job, but… 
in terms of career, i’m not ambitious at all.  i feel like i got eve-
rything.  i got more than my share of the spoils.  if i never got 
anything ever again, i’d feel lucky.  i wouldn’t feel cheated of any-
thing.

( The End )

fashion stylist: 
romina herrera Malatesta
hair: 
Peter Butler
makeup: 
Tina Turnbow at Crosby Carter 
manicurist: 
Candice Idehen using Deborah 
Lippmann
photo assistant/digital tech: 
rob Northway
stylist assistants: 
Carolyn Brennan & Violet Xie

sweater: IrINa MarINesCU 
necklace: ChroMe hearTs  
rings: UGo CaCCIaTorI



Jamie Campbell Bower

photography  •  Matthew Brookes            styling  •  steven westgarth
  

  undershirt: ToPMaN   shirt: Jae waN Park   tie: PaUL sMITh    
 jacket: roBerTo CaVaLLI   suit and shoes: VIVIeNNe wesTwooD   bracelet: DoMINIC JoNes

Fashion shoots are by definition concerned with the surface of things. Styles precisely 
timed for release and executed on the day to coincide with the seasons and to capitalize 
to the fullest on the actor’s upcoming projects. it’s a synecdoche of opportunity and effort, 
scored by a frenetic pace that leaves the images oftentimes errant to the day’s experiences. 
This begs mention because much like how we perceive editorials far removed from their 
inception and maturity, Jamie campbell Bower’s images and body of work only goes so far 
toward illustrating a composite character. conversation concerning his career provides 
little parallel to the aroma of ordered activity ordaining the day’s shoot. Jamie explains at 
length about the laissez-faire approach to fate and opportunity, while transversely reveal-
ing himself as an artist fully aware of the artistic responsibilities at hand. Questions of the 
past are met with a balanced and introspective perception, the present with a wide-eyed 
regard for that which yields such circumstance, and the future with open and anticipatory 
arms. Sifting between all three periods, Jamie delves into the circumstances of his defini-
tive years, and the prospects of those yet to come.aC
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 text  •  Paul Craig

photographed in Hackney, London, Uk
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untitled: Barrett Chair

jumper: JohN VarVaTos turtleneck: VIVIeNNe wesTwooD   trousers: LoU DoLToN  
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coat & turtleneck: PaUL sMITh
shirt: JohN VarVaTos
trousers: rICharD JaMes
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  suit: VIVIeNNe wesTwooD   ring: DoMINIC JoNes
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both pages
suit & waist coat & shoes: 
VIVIeNNe wesTwooD
shirt: JohN VarVaTos
tie: PaUL sMITh
pocket square: DsQUareD
ring & bracelet: DoMINIC JoNes
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 turtle neck: PaUL sMITh   belt: DsQUareD   trousers: LoU DoLToN   shoes: VIVIeNNe wesTwooD   cardigan:  JohN VarVaTos

“i didn’t really know what i wanted to do in any sort of capacity.” 
Jamie reflects when posited about his adolescent inclinations. “i 
wanted to do music or drama in any way. in any sort of capacity.”  
The background of his career established itself innocuously in his 
youth as a broad albeit deep interest with art in general: music, 
theatre, and acting. His expansive interest eventually took him 
to the forefront of the industry, getting his break with a turn in 
Tim Burton’s Sweeney Todd that was the catalyst for his steady 
rise to prominence. acting in the context of film, like music or 
theatre was as natural a direction as anything else. a connection 
reared through the cathartic virtue that comes secondhand. “My 
connection to acting is like therapy. You know when you feel that 
you want to say something and you can’t get it out? or you don’t 
know exactly what it is that you’re feeling? acting for me is em-
bracing all those things i want to say and saying them in someone 
else’s words but making them true to how i’m feeling. it’s incred-
ibly therapeutic. at the end of the day of shooting when i come 
home and its been an emotional day i get into bed and i laugh 
because its like there’s this weight that’s lifted.” Upon getting his 
break in Sweeney Todd he followed up with supporting appear-
ances in two of the seminal franchises of the 21st century, the 
pillars of fantasy literature and film: Twilight and Harry Potter. 
now, starring in The Mortal Instruments series as Jace Wayland, 
he finds himself in a far more prominent position within the 
framework of another potential franchise. 

Discussing the common thread throughout his career: projects, 
characters; Jamie surmises, “i only really want to take projects 
that i’m super psyched about because otherwise you just get 
bored. i have to find out what exactly speaks to me in each char-
acter and i have to find out what it is that draws me to that and 
what i really want to get out of it and what i want to display. 
and that’s what i love about work and the characters i play, i 
find they just get under my skin all of a sudden.  For instance 
with Jace, he can be quite sarcastic and he can be quite funny 
but there’s also a vulnerability and a darkness, and i embraced 
the darkness more because i felt like it showed his vulnerability 
more. i suppose to every character there’s always been a bit of a 
vulnerability to them, there’s always been a sort of other worldly 
quality in a weird way, and i find that quite interesting, an inner 
depth to them.” 

Jamie’s own inner depths are best capitulated through the conver-
sations regarding his philosophies about his career. Rather than a 
personal life guided and defined by the template of a professional 
one, Jamie’s motivations are clearly dictated by the amorphous-
ness of his life’s philosophy. “What i do is fly by the seat of my 
pants. a spontaneity. i think a lot of people try and work all the 
time just for the sake of working, and i don’t want to work just for 
the sake of working. i want to work because i want to work and 
it’s a good project, and because it inspires me to do things. i mean 
as far as i’m concerned if i can continue to do this for the rest of 
my life that’s great-- but it may not be the case. i mean you never 
know. i could fall out of love with it, something could come along 
and completely change my life and i could move to india and be 
a fucking- i dunno. Having a template for your life limits you, or 
would limit me. i mean its funny because on a strictly ground 
level basis i suppose, after i did Sweeney Todd, i hadn’t done any-
thing else, and i hadn’t put any money aside for the tax man, and 

my dad goes ‘Jamie, you’ve got a tax bill coming up have you 
got any money put aside?’ and i hadn’t, i’d spent all my money 
because you know you’re a kid, and i was like, ‘You know what 
dad? Something will come along,’ and he was like ‘You’re a mo-
ron,’ and i was like ‘no something will come along.’ and it did, 
something always does. Life goes on, something always happens 
and if you’re more open to that, then i find more opportunities 
come your way. Life is so chaotic.”

 The thematic thread throughout much of Jamie’s observations 
about life and its chaos, about his past and present is one of am-
biguity and wonderment. ambiguity in that he is anchored by 
the knowledge of how fast things can change, not simply as an 
actor shifting from a supporting role such as his brief turns in 
the Harry Potter and Twilight franchises to the shift as a leading 
figure in a potential one of his own, but as loaded and corny as 
it may sound, as a human being. it must be said that despite the 
trite-like timbre of these sentiments, when punctuated through 
the polished gloss of print and paper they are victim to a dull-
ing effect rendered hollow when remote from Jamie’s diction and 
enthusiasm. The wonderment, or rather, a kind of bewilderment 
with his position in the industry is evident from his bemusement 
in the very act of being the subject of an interview or photoshoot, 
or the focus of a film. “it sounds really fucking wanky and up its 
own ass but its true. i still find it shocking and hilarious to be 
paid to be dressed up in clothes that aren’t mine and that i’m told 
where to stand everyday. i love it but it’s such a mind trip. and its 
hilarious that anyone even wants to talk to me in a weird way, be-
cause in my mind i’m just a 24-year-old kid from London, that’s 
what i am, that is really what i am. The fact that somebody is re-
ally interested in what i have to say, or wants to put in a magaine 
is mind boggling.” 

Sitting on the curb, proficiently rolling a cigarette, he reflects on 
his past conceptions of success, “i never really imagined a level 
of success i suppose. i wasn’t expecting success in any way shape 
or form, and to even think about entertaining the notion of if i 
am possibly successful now is kind of a scary thought for me. its 
funny i always think about this, but occasionally as a person and 
as an actor as you progress in an industry you can occasionally 
forget what you originally started doing this for, and i have to 
remind myself i would have been happy being fourth chorus boy 
on stage in the West End. i’m so grateful and so lucky to be in 
the position i am now and i have to keep reminding myself that. 
in my eyes as long as i can do one or two jobs a year be an artist 
and survive off of being an artist that’s success. That’s all i really 
want to do.” 

at this stage of his career-- of his life, Jamie is on the forefront 
of an indelible period. With an ever-growing and progressively 
more prominent body of work that looks to carry its momentum 
into the following year with The Mortal Instruments set for release 
and its second installment already in the pre-production stages, 
the anarchic quality that he attributed to life will most assuredly 
hold true. confronting the loaded idea of success, and finding it 
fulfilled in the context of Jamie’s own modest projections, as well 
as to those with a grander design of the concept, the question 
beckons instead as to how it will impact the individuality that 
contributes so critically to the craft. The films through which he 

defines himself as an artist, and the photography shoots and in-
terviews that still maintain a sense of novelty will inevitably be-
come a fixture of his life and his profession. By virtue of that suc-
cess and fame, it goes without saying that Jamie’s personal life, his 
outlook, will be inevitably shaped by the trajectory of his career. 
Returning to the notion of surfaces, of depths, it’s interesting to 
contemplate how the projected images of him that will undoubt-
edly continue on-screen and in print will match or mask the de-
velopment of his own character. How much and how willingly his 
personal life and outlook will run oppositional or parallel to his 
professional one. Whether he lives a life inspired by, or in spite 
of the obligations that his exposure provokes. What requires no 
contemplation or theorization however is the intrigue that Jamie 
campbell Bower poses, as the actor, or simply as the 24-year-
old kid from London. Who once upon a time would have been 
content in the chorus but now finds himself under the spotlight, 
propelled by the chaos of life’s circumstances and the talents that 
have yielded them. 

( The End ) 

stylist: sTeVeN wesTGarTh c/o CaITLIN CUrraN@ 
D&V Management grooming: soIChI INaGakI – c/o Unti-
tled artists London using BUMBLe aND BUMBLe 
photographer assistant: MarLeNe BoULaD stylist as-
sistant: Safiya Yekwai  digi-op: haZeL GaskIN c/o Erik 
Winterstam (artMedia)  videographer: JosePh CoNNor   
producer: seoNa TayLor-BeLL location 33 portland 
place, special thanks to aLeX aT GeM LoCaTIoNs special 
thanks to: DoNNa MILLs and eMMa sCoTT at premier 
and pixi pixEL
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Jena  Malone
photography •  Magdalena wosinska   

styling  •  Marissa Joye Peden  text   •  Thom Lonardo

Jena Malone is on the move!  Even our interview takes place as she’s driving up US 395 
on her way to Lake Tahoe.  What’s  impressive, though, is not that she can talk and drive at 
the same time, but just how eloquent she is at fielding my questions while keeping an eye on 
the road ahead. 

at 28, Malone’s a creative powerhouse who not only keeps busy with acting, but is also an 
avid photographer, and recently directed the band Lavender Diamond’s music video “I Don’t 
Recall.”   You can’t help but feel this is a young woman who knows where she’s going, and that 
nothing is going to stop her from getting there.

Perhaps Jena’s self-assurance at navigating life has something to do with her nomadic child-
hood. Raised by two moms, the first ten years of Jena’s life were spent moving from one 
place to the next (27, to be exact).  after convincing her mother to settle in Los angeles, she 
pursued acting, and was soon cast in her breakout role in Bastard Out of Carolina, at the age 
of 11.   Unlike many child actors, Malone successfully transitioned, with dignity, from child 
star to adult actress, appearing in such films as Stepmom, Donnie Darko, and Saved.  She 
also enjoyed a challenging six month stint on Broadway in John Patrick Shanley’s Doubt.  
Up next, she’ll play the axe wielding Johanna Mason in the high profile sequel The Hunger 
Games: Catching Fire. 

By the time Jena got to Tahoe, here’s what she told me --

photographed in Los angeles, Ca  USa
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Thom Lonardo:  So how did your shoot go for UTP?

Jena Malone:  oh, it was fun!  i worked with a really lovely pho-
tographer, Magda, who lives in Highland Park, which is a neigh-
borhood i’m familiar with.  it was just awesome, very impromptu, 
guerilla style.  Which i like!

TL: I’ve been following you on Instagram.  I really like your 
photography. ( see page 28-33 )

JM:  Thanks!  it’s not necessarily a passion, but more of a practice 
of mine, something i’m kind of obsessed with.  i took a year off 
from acting when i was 18, moved up to Lake Tahoe, shaved my 
head, bought a house, and took up photography at a community 
college!  i built my own little dark room in my closet, and lived in 
there for like, 20 hours a day!

TL:  What do you shoot with?

JM: it’s a mix of iphone and mostly film.  Right now, i’ve just been 
creating a lot of content, and it’s just spilling out.  That’s what i 
love about instagram; it’s so instantaneous and you can just shoot 
as much as you want.  i’m developing a series of photo books that 
i’ll be releasing four times a year.  i’ll hand print them, and sell 
them via a website i’m creating right now.  Some of my favorite 
photographers were all self-published in the beginning of their 
careers, so i’m excited!

TL:  You worked with Carter Smith on The Ruins.  Did he give 
you any tips on shooting?

JM: He didn’t teach me about f-stops or anything; it was more 
about me admiring the way he looked at light, the way he looked 
at women and the color of their skin, and his ability to meld 
colors in such a beautiful way.  We actually got to work together 
on a photo shoot when we were doing press for The Ruins.  i 
was inspired by how mellow he is, and how free he is with the 
subjects.  i’m just now beginning to feel comfortable asking my 
friends to pose for me. i was worried that they would be like “no, 
you’re not a real photographer.”  But, fuck it, i had to get over that!

TL: I wanted to ask you about something I read while research-
ing you for this interview.  Is it true that by the time you were 
nine years old you lived in 27 different places?

JM:  Well, by the time i was ten.  We moved around a lot.  i kind 
of grew up poor white trash, but you know, full of love and hap-
piness.  i grew up with two moms, and we were always moving 
around because we would run out of money and have to leave 
a place, or we would live in a hotel or in our car.  When i was 
younger i loved it!  it was the ultimate adventure.

TL:  Do you think all that moving around has helped you, as an 
actress, adapt quickly to the characters you play?

JM:  i don’t think it helps me get into roles more quickly, but it 
has helped me with living the life of a gypsy, a.k.a., the life of an 
actor.  You know, you’re only home three months out of the year, 
you’re constantly traveling, you’re constantly living out of hotels, 
and having to feel safe and secure in places that you’ve never been 
to before. i feel like i was given, in a roundabout way, this beauti-
ful upbringing which allowed me to not find security within four 
walls, but to find the sense of security of home within.  Which is 
pretty rad. 

TL:  How old were you when you started acting?

JM:  i did a student film when i was ten, and then Bastard Out of 
Carolina came about when i was 11.  

TL:  I know this is one of those typical questions everyone asks 
a former child actor, but do you ever feel you missed out on 
your childhood? 

JM: it’s so funny, i was just thinking about this the other day.  i 
have a sister who’s 16, and i’m fascinated by these “typical” ques-
tions we ask young women: “Do you feel like you grew up too 
fast?”, “How do you embrace beauty?” i mean, what is the op-
posite of growing up too fast?  i feel like the people i’ve met who 
have had this idyllic childhood of no pressure, and no worries... 
i find that they’re kind of lacking, that they tend to be sheltered, 
and have a harder time adapting to change, and figuring out who 
they are because they were only really given a voice when they 
turned 18 or so.  in regards to being a child actor, i find most 
people assume there had to be a negative impact.  The beautiful 
thing for me though, and what i’ve learned, is that i was given a 
voice at ten years old. i was asked my opinion, i was asked what 
i thought about a scene, or what my character should wear… all 
these questions that were asked of me as a child actor really gave 
me a voice and an identity.

TL:  What’s been your secret to not becoming fodder for TMZ?

JM:  i don’t know.  i guess i haven’t really been in the kind of mov-
ies that escalate you to that level of scrutiny.  Things have changed 
so much since i started acting 18 years ago.  i really wasn’t pursu-
ing acting for the whole Twilight kind of  fame thing, i was more 
interested in playing character parts, you know, just coming in for 
two weeks and creating something i haven’t seen before, rather 
than carrying a film.  So maybe that’s what’s kept me out of the 
tabloids.

TL  Are you excited about The Hunger Games: Catching Fire?
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“I was given a voice at ten years 
old. I was asked my opinion, I was asked what I thought about a 
scene, or what my character should wear… all these questions that were asked of me as a child actor really 
gave me a voice and an identity.”
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JM:  i’m beyond excited.  i just saw it recently, and it’s such a 
great film!  i always worry about sequels, but the director Francis 
Lawrence just knocked it out of the park.  i was on the edge of my 
seat!  i kept thinking this is such a good movie!  i’m just so proud 
to be a part of it, and the character i play, Johanna Mason, is so 
fun, with so many layers, and so many things to challenge myself 
with.  Even if this character was in some small, low-budget film, 
i think i would have fought just as hard to get the part because 
she’s just so interesting.

TL: Was it a grueling shoot for you?

JM:  it wasn’t that grueling.  all of the action stuff came easily 
because i had such an amazing foundation from working on 
Sucker Punch.  i had worked for eight months with navy Seals 
and martial artists for that film, so i really knew how to push my 
body to those extremes.   Before Sucker Punch, i never went to 
the gym, never had any understanding of my own strength, so 
all the action stuff came pretty easy on Catching Fire.  i was also 
working with the same team that did the stunts on Sucker Punch, 
so i felt like i was little bit of an alumni.  The hardest part for me 
was learning how to hold her anger and her violence in my body 
for 16 hours a day. 

TL:  You recently described the character Johann Mason as be-
ing fierce, a bad-ass, and crazy.  What are three adjectives you 
would use to describe yourself?

JM: i guess… um… optimistic.  i’m oddly optimistic!   Even in 
the worst circumstances i’ll try to see something positive in it, 
which i think is a good thing.  i’m also playful.  i have a real tom-
boy streak in me, very rough and tumble. i guess i’d also describe 
myself as thoughtful.  i like to put a lot of thought into anything 
that i do.  Even when speaking to a stranger, i always try to have 
a real conversation and search for truth instead of just skimming 
the surface.   So what’s that… optimistic, playful and thought-
ful… sounds like i’m describing a teddy bear!

TL: You were in Doubt in 2006.  Was that your first time doing 
Broadway?

JM:  oh yeah, it was really the first time i even stepped on stage.  

TL:  Was it challenging coming from film and television?

JM: oh definitely!  Every day was one of the most terrifying ex-
periences of my life, and the most rewarding.  i think i failed so 
many times on stage that after six months of performing i was 
able to find, like, only seven minutes of glory!  

TL: You recently directed the music video for Lavender Dia-

Diamond.  How did that come about?

JM:  Becky Stark, the lead singer is a good friend of mine, and we 
wanted to collaborate for a while now. i wanted to direct some-
thing, and i had this idea for this song off her new album.  We 
raised a little bit of money, and just went and did it.  

TL:  Becky Stark is amazing.  

JM: i know, what a heartwrenching voice; she’s such a beautiful 
storyteller.

TL:  Speaking of beautiful storytellers, you’re in Paul Thom-
as Anderson’s new film Inherent Vice.  What can you tell me 
about that?

JM:  i can’t tell you much about the character i play, but i can tell 
you how fucking excited i was to work with Paul Thomas ander-
son, who i believe is one of the greatest american filmmakers of 
my generation.   He’s such a rad guy.  Literally working with him 
for just a few days was so life-affirming!  The movie is going to 
be incredible.  There are 65 speaking roles!  it’s a giant ensemble.  

TL:  You’re also in talks to portray Carson McCullers in Lonely 
Hunter.

JM: it’s still in the works.  We tried to get it going last year, and 
then i got Hunger Games, so it had to get pushed.  Luckily i’m not 
going to grow too old for the part. i want to play her from 16 to 
50, and there’s so much research to do on her. i feel i could re-
search her for another ten years and still not be ready to play her.

TL: I wanted to touch on your experience of being raised by 
two moms.  Did you ever experience any backlash?

JM:  Well, anytime you have something that’s outside of the norm, 
that’s what you get picked on for.  For me i didn’t really know 
anything else.  i had two parents who loved me, and it seemed 
normal; but then going to public school i realized, “oh, wait a 
minute”…  i got picked on a little bit, but nothing scarring!  i just 
never felt there was anything weird about it.

TL: Any plans to start a family of your own?

JM:  Right now, i’ve got all these creative projects going on, and 
i look at them like they’re my babies.  i try to give them as much 
attention and love, and to push them in the direction i think they 
need to go.  i think so much about them, and dream about them 
that, right now, i think my love quota’s kind of full!

 (The End)
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Ethan Hawke

For days i’ve been on an Ethan Hawke marathon. Pouring over pictures, reading passages from his novels, and 
watching a daily diet of his films. i pretend to friends that this is a real chore. Secretly, i’ve been a virtual shut-in on a 
dopamine drip. For a moment last night, my DVD of atonine Fuqua’s Training Day  turned frozen and i felt my body 
go limp and mouth the words, “do not fuck with my delivery system.” Looking over his history of films is a little like 
revisiting my own past, certain actors you can’t help but grow up with. i never had a poster of Mr. Hawke over my bed, 
or a t-shirt of his smoldering face with ETHan emblazoned below, or a doll-size version of him in my knapsack. Even 
at the height of his gen x zeitgeist powers from Reality Bites, he was never a one-dimensional icon. He batted away fame 
and took artistic risks to keep from becoming embalmed in the public’s imagination. He was the actor girls furtively day-
dreamed about. amongst my college friends was a communal hush over his name. a way of keeping reality at bay and 
fantasy close, in the hope he might stumble into your local East Village bar too drunk to remember he was a movie star. 
Perhaps it was a relief for him to snake loose from his twenties and shed his boyhood charm. in his trilogy of collabora-
tive films with director Richard Linklater, the dramatic change in Mr. Hawke occurs between the first and second films 
Before Sunrise & Before Sunset from his 20s to his 30s. His soft baby face turned gaunt as if it had weathered an internal 
storm. By his recent installment, Before Midnight, Mr. Hawke looks settled; his innate charm, handsome looks and sear-
ing intelligence beautifully intact. and, still utterly. crushable.

Ethan wears exclusively:  DIor hoMMe   

photography  •  Dennis Golonka   styling  •  romina herrera Malatesta  
text  • Malerie Marder

Ethan Hawke: i Just looked through a bunch of your photo-
graphs from your new book and your new exhibition that’s 
coming out. They’re just increbible photos! You did those in 
amsterdam?

Malerie Marder: Oh- that’s so nice to hear! Yes, the pictures 
were taken in Amsterdam and Rotterdam over the course of 
six years and are of prostitutes. 

EH: Wow! They’re wild images and so incredibly human! i love 
them!

MM: I’m really flattered. Spheachless, actually… I was so 
happy and honored when Dennis asked me to interview you 
and I’m glad you know this isn’t my usual gig. 

EH:  Well, i feel kind of honored that you’re doing it too. Look-
ing at those pictures it’s obvious that you’re somebody. 

MM:  Do you mind if I start? 

EH: no! Keep asking questions. it usually goes by itself...

MM: You had your breakthrough role at 19 in Dead Poets So-
ciety. Actors often spend a lifetime struggling. Did this create 
any problems for you having success at such an early age?

EH: Yes, it really did. it’s very difficult to make a movie 
about a young man finding himself without it being just 
hopelessly corny. Peter (Weir) was commited to make the 
film not be nostalgic and he wanted us to contribute. He 
thought that the only way the movie could be good was if  
we really liked the poems. The first real writing i ever did 
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was on that movie. Peter asked Robert Sean Leonard and i to 
write a couple scenes of how our characters became friends. 
They didn’t make the movie, but he challenged us to write them 
and some pieces did make it into the film. By making us write 
how two people became friends, we actually became friends and 
learned how to be creative together.

MM: It also mirrored the classroom setting you were in. 

EH: Exactly... Though i wouldn’t recommend any dose of celeb-
rity to anyone who’s 18, 19 years old. There’s no scenario in which 
it’s good for you. You can survive it, if you have the right ingre-
dients in your family, but it’s not a healthy thing to have happen 
to anybody. Young people’s egos are so huge anyway, to fan the 
flames of them makes the natural humbling process of life that 
more difficult.

MM: I read you grew up with a single mother. Do you think 
your yearning to be an actor was a way to take care of her?

EH: Hmmh, maybe. My mother doesn’t really want anyone to 
take care of her—

MM: I didn’t mean to imply that, but perhaps it was motivat-
ing you on a subconscious level?

EH: You know that’s a good point. Young boys love their moms, 
they really do, and i still love mine, and i’m sure that a huge part 
of me wanted to succeed to create a safety for her and for us and 
to try to be the man of our family, so i think that was a driving 
force.

MM: Perhaps, it is what grounded you.

EH. Maybe... My mother had a real passion for the arts, so that 
was contagious. She wasn’t an artist but she had high respect for 
it as a profession and that was awesome.

MM: Do you try and instill the same in your children?

E: They will probably end up allergic to it because i ram it down 
their throats! in our house there is always music playing, and 
we’re always going to see a play...  

M: I think Alice Neel’s two sons became a doctor and a law-
yer—

EH: Exactly. The preacher’s daughter is always the last one to 
convert!

MM: Has there been an experience that has set you back or 
made you question what you were doing?

EH: oh God yeah. You know, the two best teachers in my life 
have been success and failure. in a certain way failure is a much 
better teacher than success. Success- if you can handle it well - 
you can use it as energy, but for the most part if breeds compla-
cency and self-satisfaction. Failure generally creates drive and so 

the things that have set me back are largely internal. i remember 
my friend Richard Linklater told me that at a young age as he was 
considering embarking on a carreer as an artist, he realized that 
a lot of artists he admired were destoyed by their own demons 
and that if you took self destruction out of the equation, you im-
proved your chances by about eighty percent.  if you can try to 
channel that energy into pushing yourself further, i think you in-
crease your chances of arriving somewhere interesting. 

MM: You have taken a lot of risks. You didn’t have to write 
two novels in your free time. That’s remarkable. Did that come 
from not wanting to be pigeonholed? 

EH. it started with Dead Poets Society and then it got a little worse 
with Reality Bites, this feeling of being placed behind a glass wall. 
People feel like they know you. The strangest thing about being 
a successful actor is you start to lose your ability to make a first 
impression. People always have an opinion before they meet you 
and it’s a very strange thing to give up. i started a theater com-
pany, i wrote a book. i tried to put myself in new situations so 
that i wouldn’t just be the kid from Dead Poets Society all my life. 
i knew it wouldn’t get me very far.

MM: Do you think part of that feeling of knowing you is your 
charm?

EH: The trouble with being young is people don’t really want to 
be who they are. Whatever is unique about you, you somehow 
find embarassing. it’s come up recently with Before Midnight, 
this constant comparison to Before Sunrise, to the person i was. 
i would say the biggest difference is i’m proud now of the things 
that once embarrassed me. 

MM: I want to talk to you about Before Sunrise, Before Sunset, 
and Before Midnight and your collaboration with Richard Lin-
klater and Julie Delpy. Do you consider those films existential?

EH: What’s interesting about those movies, really Richard’s work 
is that he doesn’t put a lot of opinions on it. Many of our great di-
rectors, like Quentin Tarantino and P.T. anderson they’re always 
telling you what to think. 

MM: They’re dogmatic.

EH: They’re showing you their opinion in the manner that they 
frame life. Rick doesn’t do that. He creates an open observational 
feel like a scientist and so if you are prone to existentialism, you 
come to his films and see existentialism. if you are prone to ro-
manticism, you you see romanticism. it is what makes his films so 
fascinating to revisit because as you change the film changes like 
many of my favorite novels. i remember reading anna Karenina 
as a kid at 19, thinking Vronsky and anna were awesome and 
how much i wanted to have an affair like that.  

MM: Aaah right... 

EH: and then you get older and think what idiots…. Tolstoy’s 
prose is so unflowery, unflourished
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MM: Unembellished .

EH: and Rick has the same thing. He’s not putting a gloss on it, 
fancying it up. 

MM: Even the camera is unobtrusive .

EH: Yes, so to me are those movies existential? Yeah, i think they 
are actually. Just in the way that they speak about the merciless-
ness of time.

MM: Jesse and Celine talk a lot. Did you have any secrets that 
you were keeping?

EH:  in the first movie?

MM: In any of them.

EH: People think they have secrets. They have this opinion in 
their head that there’s this great secret inside them. in truth eve-
rything is very obvious. Whether it’s a friend who tells you they 
are gay nine years after you realized it, or a lover that tells you 
they’re not attracted to you anymore, two years after you already 
knew. People think they have these great secrets— that maybe 
they don’t believe in God or maybe they do— But, i don’t believe 
in secrets anymore. Everything is right there. So much of who 
Jesse is and by turn who i am in Before Sunrise is on the surface. 
i thought i was couching it. i watch those films now and what’s 
strange is no matter how much my face is cracking open or my 
voice is shattered, the person, the essence of who Jesse is or who 
celine is or who Julie is or who i am is unchanging. it’s just being 
hit by time. When you look backward it is so clear. i see a picture 
of my 15-year-old daughter at two and i can see in that 2-year-old 
exactly the 15-year-old i was talking to today. i don’t know if back 
then i could have known which parts of her were going to last. 
The voice is changed, the details are all different but that person 
is still the same person and i think she always will be when she is 
an 80-year-old woman.

MM: That’s remarkable. Because there’s so much dialogue in 
the film, I found myself mesmerized by one scene in particular 
in Before Sunrise where you weren’t speaking in the listening 
booth…

EH: it’s the best scene in the movie. We tried to mirror that in 
each of the other two movies. There’s a silent moment in each 
film. in Before Sunset it’s when they’re walking up the stairs and 
she finally invites him into her apartment. She’s just petting the 
cat and the camera follows as they run out of things to say to each 
other. The third moment is at the very end of Before Midnight 
there’s a moment where he basically says to her “i’m not going to 
keep coming back like a dog if you’re going to keep kicking me” 
and you get the sense from her that she is deliberating and she 
finally says “tell me about the time machine.” Those three silent 
moments to us are the trilogy in its’ essence. 

MM: Fate plays a role in all of the films. Do you believe Mr. 
Linklater first casting you in the role was fated as well?

EH: i never understood fate because it all seems so obvious in 
hindsight. i don’t know if you see this in your own life, but a lot 
of times you’ll find yourself at a crossroads and you really don’t 
know whether to go left or right. But no sooner than two days 
pass after you made the decision and it feels that you were always 
going to make that decision. Whether it’s to marry somebody or 
quit a job... i was reading recently the Trappist monk Thomas 
Murton’s journals. He speaks at length about his dilemmas to 
join the monastery. in hindsight, it’s so obvious that this is what 
he will do but in the moment he really wasn’t sure. When i was 
younger i thought i had to make this decision about whether i 
wanted to be an actor. i was extremely interested in writing and 
i was worried about the life of an actor. i’ve always wrestled with 
celebrity, it just seems dubious to me. i thought with writing i 
could be more in control of my own destiny. With acting you 
have to get hired. i think some part of me knew... even now, last 
night i got offered a job that’s kind of interesting that i could do 
but it is five months in a foreign country. Every year we have to go 
through this— what we are going to do with the kids? How will 
we do it? Maybe i can come home for the week? i long for a job 
that doesn’t constantly create these restless anxieties about how 
to stay together as a family. Even considering Before Midnight as 
fantastic a job that was, i was still in Greece for four months writ-
ing and rehearsing. it’s so hard on my family! oh wait, that wasn’t 
what you asked me about.

MM: I think I first asked about fate.

EH: The question now of  “should i become an actor?” seems 
clearly obvious that this is what i was going to do, but when i was 
22 it didn’t feel that way. So is that fate meeting Richard Linklat-
er? Were we meant to make these movies? Were we just lucky? it’s 
so often in my life things that seem bad at first turn into things i 
am grateful for and things which seem great turn into something 
i regret. Life is so constantly in flux. There’s that Tom Robbins 
line “it’s never too late to have a happy childhood.” That’s always 
been one of my favorite lines.
i don’t know how that relates to fate…

MM: I think you’re wrestling with that question. It seems you 
have to continually decide whether you want to continue. 
You strike me as a very private person and also as very candid 
and open, which must be hard on your privacy. Has the Inter-
net made this all the more difficult?

EH: i do like being candid and i hate hearing the party line “i 
had a great experience on that film, everybody is wonderful.” i 
cant stand it. i hate reading the interviews of people that don’t 
say anything. it’s literally like a lot of people seem to get through 
this process.

MM: Without being themselves.
E: Yes! But, over and over again i am forced to regret something i 
said because you say something you think is funny and it doesn’t 
come off as funny. What is an interesting quote in one venue is an 
upsetting quote in another venue. in life you learn that you have 
to know your audience, but when the audience is all of humanity 
at one moment it is very hard.
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MM: Yes, I would imagine. Were you nervous?

EH:  Yeah, i was nervous. it’s fun to be directed. i’ve been act-
ing for 25 years for crying out loud, a lot of people don’t even 
direct me anymore which is really a drag. There isn’t an actor in 
the world that doesn’t need collaboration and help.

MM: Are you too intimidating?

EH: no, people just assume i know what i’m doing. i’ll drop a line 
and people will think i did it on purpose and that i was cutting the 
script! Please, tell me “you look like an idiot when you turn to the 
left.” i don’t want to look like an idiot! i remember i saw this great 
interview with Paul newman when he did Color of Money with 
Scorcese. He realized it was the first time anybody had directed 

him in 20 years. So to a lesser degree i understand.

MM: What was it like to play the character of Hank?

EH: Poor, Hank... He was an unwilling criminal. He was spine-
less…. What was challenging about that character is playing 
somebody that was so weak, who hated himself so much.  i was 
glad in that respect when it was over. Living in that character was 
very uncomfortable.

MM: He was also less smart than most characters you play. 

EH: i really enjoyed that aspect of it. He was both cocky and in-
secure. What is great about Sidney Lumet is that he put three di-
mentional human beings on the screen. He wasn’t interested in 

MM: And, the Internet distorts perceptions. 

EH: it really does. it can make a colossal deal out of minutia and it 
can diminish events which are incredibly important. i was proud 
of the New York Times the other day. They published an arrest-
ing image on the front cover of Syrian rebels assassinating Syrian 
soldiers which explains very clearly to the american people how 
complicated entering any civil war would be. Who the hell are the 
good guys? That image was so powerful, but so much of what we 
are inundated with is a 12-year-old celebrity’s haircut. There’s no 
checks and balances. The internet levels all information. 

MM: If it had been present when you were starting off as an 
actor would it have turned you off entirely and made it impos-
sible?

EH:  Well, i don’t know, it would have been so 
difficult to live any kind of authentic life. i see 
all these young people and they’re so guarded 
because let’s face it— they go out, they get 
drunk one night, they don’t wear their panties 
and they’re going to have to live with it for the 
rest of their lives.  

MM: Everyone deserves a chance to fuck up 
privately. 

EH: i was still lucky enough to have all that 
even in the height of the Gen x period around 
Reality Bites. i could still do whatever i wanted 
and get myself in all the appropriate kind of 
trouble without having to answer to it for the 
rest of my life. 

MM: You were fortunate to work with the 
late Sidney Lumet on his last film, Before 
the Devil Knows You’re Dead. What was that 
like?

EH: it’s one of my favourite movies i’ve ever 
been involved with. it’s sad that it turned into 
his last film but i’m proud that his last film was 
so good and that he was still at the top of his 
game. To get to be directed by the man who di-
rected Marlon Brando on a Tennesee Williams script, directed al 
Pacino on Dog day Afternoon, who directed Network, and gave 
Henry Fonda one of his greatest performances in 12 Angry Men.  
To get to be on the streets of new York with Philip and Marissa. 
Phil and Marissa and i have been kicking around the new York 
theater scene since we all first started out, for us to be making an 
old school Sidney Lumet film! it’s the kind of film that made me 
want to become an actor—an old school new York drama. it’s the 
kind of movie that doesn’t get made anymore. 

MM: It’s so dystopian. It’s very rare to see that kind of film.

EH: it is really powerful. i’m always hunting for those experi-
ences  -they’re very few and far between- that’s the dream for me. 

cardboard cutouts of people. You watch his movies and you can 
smell the people. 

MM: I read you lived at the Chelsea Hotel and you made a film, 
Chelsea Walls. What fascinates you about that period?

EH: The legacy of bohemian new York. it’s just that geek part 
of me. Bob Dylan wrote that song here! Tennessee Williams got 
drunk right over there! Marilyn Monroe slapped arthur Miller 
– where?! it’s just the total fan in me - that building has been a 
magnet for so much creativity.  

MM: I read in an earlier interview that you believed true art-
ists were poor. How much of your family’s comfort would you 
sacrifice for your art?

EH: What a funny thing to say! as if 
i know what a true artist is! When-
ever i hear these things said back to 
me... ! it’s real easy to say that when 
you don’t have kids. children bring 
real life worries of “how am i going 
to pay for that?”  

MM:  Of course.

EH: Kids turn us all into Republi-
cans! i’ve tried not to give into that 
entirely. What’s the great Picasso 
line – i want to live like a poor per-
son with a lot of money. 

MM:  So you don’t want to have to 
think about money?

EH: You don’t want to be overcome 
by materialism. our culture is so 
obsessed with it – it’s jammed down 
our throats. i have to create balance, 
the ethos i created for myself as a 
young person combined with the 
fact that i have four children.

MM: Four children is a lot of re-
sponsibility even for a CEO of a Fortune 500 company.

EH: i’ll give you an example: i want to be an environmentalist 
and i love motorcycles, so i got my license. and, as soon as i start 
riding around town i’m thinking this is the dumbest thing i can 
do! one fall and the four people who need me are in trouble. So, 
now i just take a taxi.

MM: If you were to look back at your life so far is it marked 
by your accomplishments or is it a map of your relationships?

E: i feel like the second half of my life wants to be about integrat-
ing all the different aspects of my life and no longer seeing them as 
different. if i could listen better as an actor i could probably listen 
better as a father. if i could be more compasssionate as a friend 

jeans & tank top: DIor hoMMe,   boots: what Goes around Comes around, NyC,  belt: CaLVIN kLeIN,  seamed fedora: BorsaLINo,  ring & necklace: eThaN’s own.



or a lover – i would probably be a better writer. More and more i 
think of my life as a whole. 

MM: This is possibly a rhetorical question, but do you consider 
yourself a romantic?

groomer: CaroLINa DaLI For ChaNeL @ See Management 
stylist assistants: CaroLyN BreNNaN & eMMa NoLaN

digital tech: ChrIsTINa hoLMes 
photo assistant: shaNe LaVaNCher

Special thanks to 
CharLoTTe BUrke @ iD-pr, 

Jay PaaVoNPera @ Dior Homme 
The 1896 sTUDIos & sTaGes  brooklyn, Ny 

www.the1896.com
to view video footage from the day go to

www.utpmag.com

EH: i don’t think anyone would make those three films, Before 
Sunrise, Before Sunset, and Before Midnight if they weren’t a 
diehard romantic. Even both my novels revolve around romantic 
love. it’s pretty much the only thing that interests me. 

(The End)

suit, shirt & shoes: DIor hoMMe   



the FashIoN project
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Heading Home featuring: Lily cole
photography  •  Tim Richmond

fashion director  •  Romina Herrera Malatesta

Gummo photography  •   christophe Kutner
styling • Romina Herrera Malatesta

Screen Test featuring: nolan Funk 
photography  •   Mariano Vivanco

styling  •  Morino Galatá

the Spotlight project

Gareth Pugh text by ann Damoison-Larsson
photography  •  Dennis Golonka    styling  •  Romina Herrera Malatesta

the Dreamers featuring:  Harry Treadaway & Stacy Martin
photography  •  Fanny Latour-Lambert    styling  •  Moreno Galatá

Hotel Pennsylvania  photography  •  Paolo Di Lucente 
stylling  •  Romina Herrera Malatesta

the Last project

Bill Gold text by Thom Lonardo

the  Fashion project

Portfolio

E: i feel like the second half of my life wants to be about integrat-
ing all the different aspects of my life and no longer seeing them 
as different. if i could listen better as an actor i could probably 
listen better as a father. if i could be more compasssionate as a 
friend or a lover – i would probably be a better writer. More and 
more i think of my life as a whole. 

M: This is possibly a rhetorical question, but do you consider 
yourself a romantic?

E: i don’t think anyone would make those three films, Before 
Sunrise, Before Sunset, and Before Midnight if they weren’t a 
diehard romantic. Even both my novels revolve around romantic 
love. it’s pretty much the only thing that interests me. 
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actress LILy CoLe wears exclusively y’S by yoHJi yaMaMoTo
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Heading Home featuring: Lily Cole
photography  •  Tim richmond   fashion director  •  romina herrera Malatesta   

Tim richmond-
inspired by the cinematic vision of filmmakers Pawel Pawlikowski and Terrence Malick, Heading 
Home is a story about a young woman, Lily cole, returning to a familiar place from her past.          

photographed in Somerset, England
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trousers: y’s By yohJI yaMaMoTo
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coat: y’s By yohJI yaMaMoTo
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vest: y’s By yohJI yaMaMoTo
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left:  blouse: y’s By yohJI yaMaMoTo

hair and make up: CharLoTTe CaVe @ charlottecave.co.uk using Shu uemera 
special thanks to: haNNah MILes, ST. aUDriES HoLiDay CLUb & aLICIa De Toro @ yohJI yaMaMoTo

all other wardrobe in portfolio is Lily’s own



Gummo
photography  •  Christophe kutner

 styling  •  romina herrera Malatesta

Kutner drew inspiration for this series from the 1997 film Gummo, directed 
by Harmony Korine. The film was set in Xenia, ohio, a small poor Midwestern 
town that had been previously struck by a devastating tornado. The loose narra-
tive follows several main characters who find odd and destructive ways to pass 
time. Kutner choose Ellenville, new York as his background and cast VicTo-
Ria BRiTo, DYLan, JaKE MESTRE, caRoLYn BREnnan, JoE RoBER-
Man, LoU LoU and coconUT the kitten as his denizens of the town.

Christophe kutner -
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 Jake wears jeans: LEVi’S   denim vest and boots: WHaT GoES aroUND CoMES aroUND, NyC   t-shirt: MoDEL’S oWN   necklace and bracelets: STyLiST’S oWN

Dylan wears jeans: LEVi’S   denim vest: bESS   t-shirt and bracelet: STyLiST’S oWN   necklace: HoLLoW DaNCEr by DaLiLa paSoTTi   boots: WHaT GoES aroUND CoMES aroUND, NyC
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Dylan wears jeans: BLk DNM   tank top and backpack: Bess   bracelet: sTyLIsT’s owN   boots: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC
Joe wears jeans: CheaP MoNDay   tank top: UrBaN oUTFITTers   boots: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC

Jake wears pants and shirt Bess   jacket: LEVi’S   bandana: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC    sneakers: CoNVerse
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Carolyn wears denim shorts: CheaP MoNDay   shirt: UrBaN oUTFITTers   necklace: ChroNICLes oF NeVer
Victoria wears denim shorts: MIssGUIDeD   iron Maiden t-shirt: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC   sunglasses: eTNIa BarCeLoNa   necklaces: UrBaN oUTFITTers   ring: PaMeLa LoVe   

cuff bracelets: BING BaNG   rubber bracelet: sTyLIsT’s owN  watch: G-shoCk    Lou Lou wears hat and necklace: UrBaN oUTFITTers   leotard: sTyLIsT’s owN

and  you 
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Carolyn wears tank top: UrBaN oUTFITTers   bra: aMerICaN aPPareL   Joe wears vintage Motley Crew tank: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC   leggings: roChaMBeaU   necklace: MoDeL’s owN
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Victoria wears vintage jacket: WHAT GOES AROUND COMES AROUND, NYC   ring: moDel’s own   cuff bracelets: BING BANG   rubber bracelet: stylist’s own
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Dylan wears jeans: CHEap MoNDay   boots: Dr. MarTENS   tank top: MoDEL’S oWN   bracelet: STyLiST’S oWN
Jake wears jeans: a.p.C.   flannel shirt: NICHOLAS K   denim vest and bandana: WHaT GoES aroUND CoMES aroUND, NyC   sneakers: CoNVErSE, bracelets: STyLiST’S oWN
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Victoria wears dress: ChLoe seVIGNy For oPeNING CereMoNy
vintage CoNVerse sneakers: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC   rubber bracelet: sTyLIsT’s owN

necklaces and backpack: UrBaN oUTFITTers   cuff bracelets: BING BaNG   ring on left hand: PaMeLa LoVe   ring on right hand: MoDeL’s owN   watch: G-shoCk
Dylan wears jeans: CHEap MoNDay   boots: Dr. MarTENS   tank top: MoDEL’S oWN   bracelet: STyLiST’S oWN

Jake wears jeans: a.p.C.   flannel shirt: NICHOLAS K   denim vest and bandana: WHaT GoES aroUND CoMES aroUND, NyC   sneakers: CoNVErSE, bracelets: STyLiST’S oWN
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Jake wears jeans: BLk DNM   vest: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC

shirt: CaLVIN kLeIN customized by stylist    jacket: TrIPP NyC



Jake wears jeans: BLk DNM   vest: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC
shirt: CaLVIN kLeIN customized by stylist    jacket: TrIPP NyC

Jake wears jeans: BLk DNM   vest: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC   shirt: CaLVIN kLeIN customized by stylist   jacket: TrIPP NyC
JoE wears sweater: roBerT GeLLer   long johns: JereMy sCoTT   boots: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC

CaroLyN wears: crop top UrBaN oUTFITTers   denim shorts: LeVI’s   shoes: JereMy sCoTT For aDiDaS
Victoria wears shirt: y’s By yohJI yaMaMoTo   denim shorts: MIssGUIDeD   vintage CoNVerse sneakers: Bess  necklaces: UrBaN oUTFITTers   cuff bracelets: BING BaNG   ring: PaMeLa LoVe   watch: G-shoCk
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Dylan wears jeans: CheaP MoNDay   boots: Dr. MarTeNs   tank top: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC   bracelet: sTyLIsT’s owN
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Jake wears denim shorts: LeVI’s   boxers: FrUIT oF The LooM   vest and backpack: Bess   Victoria wears jacket: JeN kao   denim shorts: MIssGUIDeD   
cuff bracelets: BING BaNG   necklaces: UrBaN oUTFITTers   ring on left hand: PaMeLa LoVe   ring on righ hand: MoDeL’s owN    watch: G-shoCk   bracelet: sTyLIsT’s owN
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Carolyn wears leggings: JereMy sCoTT   blouse: IMITaTIoN oF ChrIsT   sneakers: CoNVerse
Joe wears jeans: a.P.C.   shirt:UrBaN oUTFITTers   boots: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC
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models: VICTorIa BrITo @ Muse  DyLaN @ iMG Jake MesTre @ Frame
CaroLyN BreNNaN, Joe roBerMaN, LoU LoU and CoCoNUT the kitten

casting: MeGaN MCCLUskIe, Stylist assistants: CaroLyN BreNNaN & ZUZa sowINska   
producer: CheLsea MaLoNey @ See Management   on Set producer: Joe roBerMaN   

  special thanks to sTeVe at bess, MIChaeL @ Nouveau pr and PaBLo @ people’s revolution.
To view video footage from the day go to

www.utpmag.com

Victoria wears swimsuit: JereMy sCoTT   cuff bracelets: BING BaNG    rubber bracelet: sTyLIsT’s owN  necklaces: UrBaN oUTFITTers   
ring: PaMeLa LoVe   watch: G-shoCk   Jake wears boxers: FrUIT oF The LooM   bracelets and bunny mask: sTyLIsT’s owN
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models: VICTorIa BrITo @ Muse  DyLaN @ iMG Jake MesTre @ Frame
CaroLyN BreNNaN, Joe roBerMaN, LoU LoU and CoCoNUT the kitten

casting: MeGaN MCCLUskIe, Stylist assistants: CaroLyN BreNNaN & ZUZa sowINska   
producer: CheLsea MaLoNey @ See Management   on Set producer: Joe roBerMaN   

  special thanks to sTeVe at bess, MIChaeL @ Nouveau pr and PaBLo @ people’s revolution.
To view video footage from the day go to

www.utpmag.com

Victoria wears hooded sweatshirt with bunny ears: custom made by ZUZa sowINska   vintage CoNVerse sneakers: whaT Goes aroUND CoMes aroUND, NyC
rubber bracelet: sTyLIsT’s owN   cuff bracelets: BING BaNG   necklaces: UrBaN oUTFITTers   ring: PaMeLa LoVe   watch: G-shoCk



Kutner drew inspiration for this series from the 1997 film Gummo, directed 
by Harmony Korine. The film was set in Xenia, ohio, a small poor Midwestern 
town that had been previously struck by a devastating tornado. The loose narra-
tive follows several main characters who find odd and destructive ways to pass 
time. Kutner choose Ellenville new York as his background and cast VicToRia 
BRiTo, DYLan, JaKE MESTRE, caRoLYn BREnnan, JoE RoBERMan, 
LoU LoU and coconUT the kitten as his denizens of the town.

Mariano Vivanco -
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Screen Test featuring: Nolan Funk
photography • Mariano Vivanco   styling • Moreno Galatà

all clothes this portfolio:  VersaCe & VersUs VersaCe by J.w. aNDersoN & VersaCe

actor Nolan Funk  photographed in Milan italy

jacket: VersaCe
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Kutner drew inspiration for this series from the 1997 film Gummo, directed 
by Harmony Korine. The film was set in Xenia, ohio, a small poor Midwestern 
town that had been previously struck by a devastating tornado. The loose narra-
tive follows several main characters who find odd and destructive ways to pass 
time. Kutner choose Ellenville new York as his background and cast VicToRia 
BRiTo, DYLan, JaKE MESTRE, caRoLYn BREnnan, JoE RoBERMan, 
LoU LoU and coconUT the kitten as his denizens of the town.

jacket: VersaCe
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left: pea coat, white shirt and shorts: VErSaCE
right: jacket: VersaCe
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this page:  trenchcoat, blazer, sheer shirt and shorts: VersaCe
right:  cut-out wool top with golden buttons: VersUs VersaCe By J.w. aNDersoN  

t-shirt: VersaCe
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asymmetrical printed top and leather pants:  VersUs VersaCe By J.w. aNDersoN
t-shirt:  VersaCe
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producer: seoNa TayLor-BeLL 
hair: VaLeNTINo PerINI @ WM Management

makeup: kaTJa wILheLMUs @ WM Management
photographer assistant: ToMaso LIsCa

special thanks: ros okUsayNa 
CLara JaNe MaTTeUChI @ Versace

LUCIo DI rosa @ Versace

sweater and white shirt:  VersaCe 
white latex and cotton pants: VersUs VersaCe By J.w. aNDersoN



the sPoTLIGhT project
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The seLF porTraiT ProJeCT

saNDro koPP

Caro and Cy

Gareth Pugh
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L ittle did i know that designer Gareth Pugh’s second 
largest passion is ballet and that he trained to be a classic bal-
let dancer up until his college years at central Saint Martins 
in London. He speaks passionately to me about his collabo-
ration with Wayne MacGregor, the choreographer of Carbon 
Life that was shown at the Royal opera House in 2012, a pro-
ject that led him full circle and onto the stage again, bowing 
together with the dancers, dressed in his designs. He also tells 
me about his desire to join the creative forces in London at a 
young age, his interest in sculpture and his favorite geometric 
shape; the cube, that for him stands for total control. He says: 
“i am a Virgo and on top of that somewhat of a perfectionist...
so i think that it is always a nicer experience when you are able 
to take the time and consider where you are, what you want to 
achieve and what image you want to create...” i agree.  

text by ann Damoison-Larsson
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Ann Larsson: You started out doing costume design. Why 
were you were drawn to that?

Gareth Pugh: “There were a few different reasons. i was four-
teen and living in my hometown, Sunderland, and i really 
wanted to get down to London. i saw an advert from the na-
tional Theater and they were looking for people between four-
teen and twenty one to be part of their youth theater and that 
included actors, set designers and costume designers.
“Basically, i can’t act so i applied to be part of their costume 
department. i applied when i was thirteen, lying about my age, 
and i didn’t really prepare for my interview so i spent my year 
between thirteen and fourteen preparing a portfolio. When i 
finally interviewed (saying i was fifteen) they accepted me. 
“Going to London on my own at that early age was a real pull 
for me, so i stayed on working there for about three or four 
summers. There was a lot of “making things” and working with 
designers. We didn’t really design ourselves, it was more about 
fulfilling the adult designers’ visions. But, i did learn to sew 
properly and i learnt how to use a machine, which was new to 
me. it was also the first time for me being surrounded by like-
minded people. it was all a very formative experience.”

Ann: And then you moved to London...?    

Gareth: “Yes! Spending all of that time in London when i was 
young made me want to live there when i got older. i then 
heard about central Saint Martins. i was actually interested in 
studying sculpture. a lot of the things i was into at the time 
were related to the human body so i though that central Saint 
Martins would give me the best of two worlds (art and fash-
ion).”

Ann: What triggered you to want to move into fashion? 

Gareth: “Growing up and seeing the fashion industry very 
much from the outside, there were always the very dramatic 
and high impact things that really got my attention. oK maga-
zine and other celebrity magazines in the UK put out collection 
review specials which i used to read. i still have them actually! 
They are from ‘95 and ‘96 and it was at the time when Tom Ford 
was at Gucci, and when alexander McQueen was doing his big 
shows. To me, it seemed like London was a really exciting place 
to be. all of these people were doing really interesting things 
and i just wanted to be part of that in some way. it was a kind of 
foreign world, something that was very exotic to me. 

Ann. The “high impact” that you mention is something that 
you bring to your own shows. Do you see the runway as a 
sort of performance platform?
 
Gareth: “Well, in school we were given this pamphlet on how to 
get started as a designer. i think that the most interesting thing 
in that pamphlet was that it said, unless you have anything in-
teresting to show, don’t do a show. 
“For me, a fashion show is definitely more about expressing an 
idea. nick Knight says that he is not a photographer, but an im-
age maker, and i certainly feel a lot of affinity with that. i don’t 
only make clothes, i also love making images and sometimes 
the clothes in a show transcends directly from an idea of an 
image. it is not always what you would ever see walking down 

“I am stuck between two minds a lot of the 
time. Obviously, I need to sell clothes but 
I also want to stay true to my vision."” 

S/S 2012F/W 2012

F/W 2011

S/S 2013

F/W 2010S/S 2011



collection? 

Gareth: “We were looking around for my idea of the perfect 
woman and we found a group of women who call themselves 
the asgarda. They live autonomously to men and teach them-
selves martial arts. i always like to think of what i do as a kind of 
armor, and i liked the idea of them defending themselves. i saw 
these pictures online where they were wearing beautiful long 
gypsy-style dirndl skirts together with t-shirts and i really liked 
the idea of mixing something very historically feminine (the 
skirts) with something rather masculine (the tops). i also re-
ally liked how these skirts turned their silhouettes into a strong 
triangle; an iconic and very strong geometric shape.
“as mentioned earlier, we also used a lot of trash bags in the col-
lection, creating these pieces that took us hundreds of hours to 
make. Sometimes i think that what we do is a bit too masculine 
so i was very happy to slightly step away from that in this col-
lection, although it still has that edge to it.”

Ann: Speaking of geometrical shapes, I read that you de-
scribe the cube as being your so-called “blank canvas.” What 
is it that appeals to you in a cube?

Gareth: “For me the idea of a cube is something that is so pow-
erful, strong and graphic. it stands for what i strive for in my 
work; something that is powerful and quite visually strong as 
an image. i will always go back to that shape regardless of what 
a show ends up being. i think that it is my strive for making 
something just as perfect. But at the same time, as a creative it 
makes no sense to make something that perfect because then 
you would just stop creating.”

Ann: How would you describe your evolution as a designer 
since your debut show?

Gareth: “i still work by myself but i do have a lot more help than 
i did before (especially with my factory in italy). i also have a 
different idea of what i want to show. now, we do two womens’ 
collections and menswear so there is a lot to handle. When i 
used to show in London there used to be maybe seven outfits. 
now that we have more to show, we don’t have to have such a 
boiled down collection. Since the collections are bigger, we can 
use those “extra looks” to create pieces that are more approach-
able and something that people come around to understand a 
little better. it is like building a sentence; if you have more words 
in a sentence, then you are able to explain a lot better. i can now 
be a little more broad and descriptive in my collection which i 
appreciate.”

Ann: In addition you also dress celebrities, both on and off 
stage...?

Gareth: “We have done bits and pieces... it is always fun, espe-
cially since we have been fortunate to work with a large range of 
people (Marilyn Manson, Kylie Minogue, Lady Gaga). it is fun 
to do that because when two creative people meet and exchange 
ideas, it is not about me creating my own show.  it is more about 
their vision which actually gives me some more freedom. With 
collaborations it is not myself i am pleasing but it is more about 
pleasing the client and they need to be just as happy as i am 
with the work. it is a different dynamic which is very enjoyable 

and it is a very big part of what i do.”
   
Ann: Do you have a favorite collaboration that you are par-
ticularly proud of? 

Gareth: “i did a ballet with Wayne MacGregor at the Royal op-
era House. For me, that was really going full circle because early 
on i was training to be a ballet dancer and to do this collabora-
tion brought me back to dance and clothes and movement. it 
also got me to do set design. it was like being thrown into the 
deep end because i had never done anything like it before. on 
that scale, it was kind of intimidating, but i think they were all 
very supportive of what i was doing. The moment of coming 
out on the stage on first night and taking a bow together with 
the dancers made it my perfect project. also, Mark Ronson was 
doing the music with Boy George and alison Mosshart was a 
part of it as well, which made it even greater. i had to dress 
them too and that really brought everything that i love to do 
into one project.” 

Ann: What is the difference for you between creating stage 
costumes and putting together a collection?

Gareth: “When doing your own collection, there are always 
boxes that you want to tick for yourself. Working on the ballet 
was more about taking an idea and spreading it out to a whole 
vision. With a project of that size the costumes become but a 
narrative of a greater vision, which in this case was the loss of 
innocence. it was much easier to communicate that vision in 
this particular project, i would not have been able to commu-
nicate that in a runway show.

Ann: Have you ever thought about doing costume design for 
films?

Gareth: “i would love to, it is just something i haven’t been 
asked to do. i would also love to do music videos and tours, but 
nothing has come around at the moment. But i love to chal-
lenge myself, so why not? i would be up for it!”

Ann: Lastly, what are some of your favorite films?

Gareth: “i do love Cabaret with Liza Minelli and The Wizard of 
Oz. i also love the ‘80s films that have a really dark subtext but a 
glossy exterior. i think it is a nice analogy for what i do actually. 
it is about fantasy but also dealing with that fantasy on a daily 
basis. When you talk about Cabaret it is all about the glitsy, yet 
grimy cabaret in Berlin, and yet you have a very dark subtext 
that is very disturbing. 
“i recently watched Safe with Julianne Moore, and it is again 
one of those films that leaves you feeling really cold, yet it has 
such a high level of impact. in general, for me it is more about 
theatrical films than about a certain genre or style.”          

( The End )

the street. of course there needs to be a commercial aspect to it 
if you want to continue showing, but i certainly feel as if what i 
signed up for is not necessarily making clothes, but more about 
creating an image that excites me more than idea of “fashion”.

Ann: How do you translate your most conceptual ideas into 
commercial pieces? 

Gareth: “Every season, we try to create something that can tran-
scend into something more commercial. For example, in the 
collection we showed in march we had a lot of elaborate em-
broidery (that looked like winter trees) on the bottom of some 
of the garments. Those embroideries gave us the opportunity to 
do printed t-shirts for example. However, we don’t want to sac-
rifice anything for the sake of being commercial. For example, 
we also worked a lot with bin bags in that same collection, and 
those pieces seem a little pointless to make commercial... i am 
stuck between two minds a lot of the time. obviously, i need to 
sell clothes but i also want to stay true to my vision.” 

Ann: Can you tell me a bit more about the fall/winter 13/14 
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costume designed by Pugh 
for the royal opea house
Ballet by wayne McGregor



the spotlight project

Gareth Pugh
photography  •  Dennis Golonka

styling  •  romina herrera Malatesta

We placed the extraordinary alongside the habitual. The juxtaposi-
tion of the two told our tale...

Dennis Golonka -
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all clothing in this portfolio:  GareTh PUGh A/W 2013-14
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left 
dress:  GareTh PUGh A/W 2013-14

 hat:  sTyLIsTs owN

right 
dress:  GareTh PUGh A/W 2013-14 

boots: whaT CoMes aroUND Goes aroUND, NyC
necklace: sTyLIsTs owN
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dress:  GareTh PUGh A/W 2013-14 
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dress:  GareTh PUGh A/W 2013-14 
boots: whaT CoMes aroUND Goes aroUND, NyC
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dress:  GareTh PUGh A/W 2013-14 
boots: whaT CoMes aroUND Goes aroUND, 

NyC
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model: soJoUrNer MorreLL @ Wilhelmina
hair: CeCILIa roMero @ art Department using using rené Furterer
makeup: TraCy aLFaJora @ art Department
stylist assistants: CaroLyN BreNNaN & zuza Sowinska
digital tech: shaNe LaVaNCher

special thanks: kEiTH WaLLaCE, aLExaNDra koTSiaS & IsoBeL TaThaM @ karla otto
to view video footage from the day go to: www.utpmag.com

all clothing this portfolio:  GareTh PUGh A/W 2013-14
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photography  •  Fanny Latour-Lambert   styling  •  Moreno Galatà

the Dreamers featuring:  harry Treadaway & stacy Martin   

Simply inspired by Bertolucci’s film The Dreamers. Starring actor Harry Treadaway & model/actress Stacy Martin photographed in Hackney London.
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Fanny Latour-Lambert -



Stacy wears: dress, sweater & sandals: PraDa,   tank top: rePeTTo,   jeans: LeVI’s,   necklace & rings: LaUra Lee JeweLLery
harry wears: coat sweater & trousers: PraDa,    necklaces: LaUra Lee JeweLLery,   ring: rUTh ToMLINsoN
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Harry wears:  sweater: osTwaLD heLGasoN
Stacy wears:  coat: PraDa,   t-shirt: MoDeLs’s owN,   jeans: LeVI’s,   necklaces with pendants: LaUra Lee JeweLLery
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Stacy wears: 
coat: PraDa  
t-shirt: MoDeLs’s owN 
jeans: LeVI’s 
necklaces with pendants: 
LaUra Lee JeweLLery

Harry wears: 
polo-shirt  & trousers: LaNVIN
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Harry wears: sweater: PraDa , trousers: LaNVIN, 
necklace with pendant: LaUra Lee JeweLLery, ring: 
rUTh ToMLINsoN

Stacy wears: cardigan-dress: MIU MIU
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Harry wears:
t-shirt: MaIsoN LaBIChe   
trousers: PraDa  
necklaces with pendants: LaUra Lee JeweLLery   
rings: rUTh ToMLINsoN
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Stacy wears: tulle shirt-dress & jacket: ryaN Lo,  tank top: 
rePeTTo, gloves: serMoNeTa,  necklaces with pendants 
LaUra Lee JeweLLery
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Harry wears: shirt with matching trousers: yohJI yaMaMoTo, rings & bracelets: MoDeLs’s owN

Stacy wears: top & skirt: GILes, glasses: PraDa, bracelets & rings: LaUra Lee JeweLLery
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special thanks: aPIary sTUDIos, kaTe @ CLD CoMMUNICaTIoNs & eMILy @ PreMIer MoDeL MaNaGeMeNT

hair: NorIko TakayaMa @ UNTITLeD arTIsTs LoNDoN using TiGi    make-up: JoaNNa BaNaCh @ UNTITLeD arTIsTs LoNDoN using MaC  
stylist assistants: aLESSaNDra CoNTi & GabriELa bELiSario



photography  •  Paolo Di Lucente   styling  •  romina herrera Malatesta
Hotel Pennsylvania    

“i look at the world and i see absurdity all around me. People do strange things constantly, to the point that, for the most part, we manage not to see it.” -David Lynch

paolo Di Lucente -
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previous page  Dress: Elkin, coat: black Fleece by brooks brothers, necklace: Dolce & Gabbana customized by stylist. 
this page  Dress: Erin barr, shoes: Giuseppe zanotti, necklace: Dolce & Gabbana customized by stylist. 

photography  •  Paolo Di Lucente   styling  •  romina herrera Malatesta
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skirt: VINTaGe heLMUT LaNG from albright Fashion Library,   necklace: DoLCe & GaBBaNa customized by stylist. 
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dress: ThoM BrowNe   shoes: GIUsePPe ZaNoTTI   necklace: DoLCe & GaBBaNa customized by stylist. 
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coat: DrIes VaN NoTeN   bra: sTeLLa MCCarTNey    necklace: DoLCe & GaBBaNa customized by stylist. 
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jacket, shorts and earrings: DoLCe & GaBBaNa   bag: ThoM BrowNe
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coat: CosTUMe NaTIoNaL    bag: ThoM BrowNe   necklace: DoLCe & GaBBaNa customized by stylist.
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coat, sweater and shoes: soNIa rykIeL   panties: Vintage aLessaNDro DeLL’aCQUa from albright Fashion Library    
sunglasses: ChLoe   bag: ThoM BrowNe, necklace: DoLCe & GaBBaNa customized by stylist. 

model: LiSE aaNES @ elite milano,   makeup artist: roBerT GreeNe @ See Management using M.a.C.   
hair stylist: CeCILIa roMero @ art Department using rené Furterer,   stylist assistants: CaroLyN BreNNaN & ZUZa sowINska
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    LAST project 

with  BiLL
GOLD 

text by

Thom Lonardo
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In Hollywood, the creative forces behind any 
film have one goal in common:  to get your ass into 
a theatre seat!  Lots of asses!  The more asses,  the 
better!   For seven decades, artist BiLL GoLD has 
been helping to do just that!  Responsible for de-
signing some of the most memorable film posters 
in the history of cinema, Bill Gold, now 92, has 
put his creative stamp on well over two thousand 
of them. 

Gold began his career in 1941, in the advertising 
department at Warner Brothers .  His first poster 
was for the James cagney musical Yankee Doo-
dle Dandy, followed by Casablanca, and The Big 
Sleep.   in 1947, he became head of poster design at 
Warner’s, and found himself working with some of 
Hollywood’s greatest filmmakers.  With each dec-
ade that followed, Gold created iconic posters for 
equally iconic films.  in the 1950’s he designed the 
posters for several classics, including A Streetcar 
Named Desire, Dial M for Murder, East of Eden, and 
Giant.  in the 1960’s there was  Bonnie and Clyde, 
Funny Girl, Gypsy, and Camelot.  

clockwise from top:  
1,5 & 6 )  property of bill Gold advertisting   2) courtesy: Bill Gold 

3 & 4) courtesy: warner Brothers 7 ) portrait: Bill Gold by susan Gold

in one of the most prolific decades of his career, the 1970’s, Mr. Gold created the posters for a 
Clockwork Orange, Deliverance, Klute, and Alien.  it was also in the 70’s that he began his long 
time creative collaboration (and friendship) with clint Eastwood.  after designing the poster for 
Dirty Harry in 1971, Gold went on to design the posters for all of Eastwood’s films up until 2003.  
He even came out of his self imposed retirement in 2011 to design Eastwood’s J. Edgar Hoover .  

in 1973, Bill Gold also designed the poster for The Exorcist, which celebrates it’s 40th anniversary 
this year with a new Blu-Ray release chock-full of special features.  Released on December 26th, 
1973, The Exorcist took the world by storm.  The now familiar story of a young girl possessed by 
Satan is so well known, it’s become part of our collective consciousness.  Equally important is 
Gold’s poster for the movie; a stark, black and white image of the priest, Father Merrin, standing 
in a beam of light emanating from Regan’s window.   Even if you had no idea what the movie was 
about, you knew that you were about to witness something ominous.  

“i picked that image from the still pack because it struck a chord with me”, Bill says.   after Gold 
tweaked the photo and took out most of the details, Director William Friedkin and the studio 
didn’t want to see anything else. 

of course, there were earlier comps, and UTP has been fortunate enough to obtain a couple of 
these “rejected” posters.  When Gold was assigned The Exorcist, there were certain rules about 
what could be shown, and what couldn’t: definitely no images of the young girl “possessed”, as well 
as no religious imagery.  

Probably the most striking detail of some of these early drafts is the proposed typography, a sort of 
Brady Bunch-esque font, which gives the impression the film is perhaps a light-hearted comedy.  
Had this font type been approved, i can’t help but chuckle at the thought of an unsuspecting audi-
ence member greeted by Linda Blair peeing on the floor, spewing profanity and hurling vomit in a 
priest’s face.  The vomit scene may be funny now, but 40 years ago, not so much.

clearly, the official Exorcist poster works on all levels, striking the perfect balance between art and 
commerce.  That is the beauty and genius of all  Bill Gold’s poster designs, which have recently 
been collected for the limited edition art book - Bill Gold: Posterworks (Reel art Press, London, 
2010).  Flipping through 450 pages of Bill’s designs, sketches, and notes, one thing is certain:  The 
power of  Bill Gold compels you!
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( self portrait: Gold, circa 1970’s )
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( self portrait: Gold, circa 1970’s )
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